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West Coast Marine Tourism Collaboration
Scoping Overview
Executive Summary
A major marine tourism scoping initiative has been progressed in 2018 across the West Coast of Scotland, led by
the West Coast Marine Tourism Collaboration and funded by HIE. The Collaboration brings together 18 Destination
Management/Marketing Organisations (DMOs) from Arran to Lewis and has been coordinated by Argyll & The Isles
Tourism Cooperative.
Its primary purpose has been to assess gaps and opportunities for Marine Tourism along the West Coast. Each of the
DMOs involved have highlighted Marine Tourism as a priority in their local responses to the national Strategy
Tourism Scotland 2020, and have embraced the ambition of ‘Awakening the Giant’.
This overview document seeks to summarise all the activity and specifically set out projects that the steering group
members either individually or collectively believe will support destination growth but also maximise how Marine
Tourism can contribute to that economic growth. This overview also identifies common customer management and
experience issues and therefore helps increase the understanding of marine tourism and marine tourists in each
destination.
As the Year of Coasts and Water has been a catalyst for this collaboration, a broad definition for marine tourism
has been adopted going beyond that adopted in ‘Awakening the Giant’ and embracing marine tourists who are on
the water and wishing to get access to land-based facilities, attractions and experiences – sailors, boaters and
cruise ship passengers - and marine tourists who are on land and keen to get access to the water (either physically
or visually) for water sports, boat trip excursions and wildlife spotting.
The scoping, which included asset mapping and then undertaking a full inventory of over 280 marine hubs across the
West Coast, has been undertaken by a team of local development agents appointed within each DMO area
working with local contacts and operators. A business survey was conducted with over 140 responses, and a number
of workshop events and briefings also took place with the WCMTC steering group and in local areas.

Key Insights
This work has provided very useful and unexpected insights into just exactly what potential there is to develop and
grow marine tourism across the west coast (and beyond), initially in readiness for 2020. For example, of the 280
hubs only 18 are linked to a town on the West Coast with full services. 116 (44.4%) are linked to a village with
basic services and the remaining 149 (52%) are in remote locations with no services but have appeal to marine
tourists. Of the 134 hubs that do have services and facilities available, marine tourism operators and providers only
operate from 78 locations. The inventory recorded 354 operators at these hubs on a location by location basis.
The large majority of operators, attractions, events and activities at each hub and across the west coast are
seasonal. Cruise shops of any size currently only visit 66 locations and only 2 locations have berthing facilities for
large cruise ships, and a further nine locations where cruise ships currently use tenders to come ashore.
Only 102 hubs provide visitor information and even less (56) have staff available to assist. 68 provide transport
information, and a similar number provide information on local events. Only 16 Hubs (less than 5%) provide
interpretation about the marine and coastal environment. This is a key finding given how important the west coast
waters are in terms of environmental designations

Key insights for the individual
DMOs has been to
understand their current
offering as compared to
other DMOs in terms of
events, providers, activities
and attractions that are
accessible from their hubs.
A key conclusion is that
traditionally in Scotland DMOs have been land based in
their outlook and place branding. Marine Tourism and
marine tourists consider a destination from a water body
perspective and a key learning that will drive growth is the
need to work at a water body level in developing products
and experiences.
Across the west coast three primary marine tourism destinations exist – which mirror the Welcome Anchorages zones
– Firth of Clyde; Argyll Coast and Inner Hebrides; North West Highlands and Outer Hebrides - with the Mull of
Kintyre and Ardnamurchan Point being key transitions between these zones. A further nine sub zones have been
identified from the scoping which unite the various DMO partners across discrete water bodies.
The real potential lies in the current DMOs looking to develop local collaborations across these water bodies. In
some locations this does already happen to some degree but this process has highlighted the significant potential for
each of the DMOs to reach across waterbodies and develop new products and experiences that connect the land to
the water. Simple examples are a Sound of Mull Whisky Trail connecting Oban, Tobermory, Drimnin and
Ardnamurchan Distillery experiences which can be self-sailed, be a fat RIB boat trip, a car and ferry hopscotch or a
2-3 day cruise itinerary.

Key Opportunities
The key opportunities are summarised below:

Uisge 2020
A pan west coast celebration of ‘water’ and everything it stands for – sailing, boating, water sports, cultural and
natural heritage, wildlife, food and drink – and the weather. This will be an umbrella brand for all our activity and
primarily be a campaign. It will bring together existing water based events and festivals under themes and be the
catalyst to develop and expand existing products and experiences as well as develop new and innovative ideas for
the focus year – and as a lasting legacy.
A pan west coast programme of existing events will be refined from the scoping inventories and themed under
water sports, sailing, food and drink, cultural and traditional. These will be presented and marketed as a singular
programme for the full year and hopefully be the trigger for some new events to be established.

‘Beneath the Waves’, ’The Coast that Shaped Us ’and ‘Wild and Wet’
The natural and cultural heritage of the west coast is extremely rich and varied. The quality of the marine
environment is of international significance and the maritime stories associated with each community over the
centuries are fascinating. Very few locals or visitors have a grasp of what is beneath the waves as the ferries sail
between the islands and kayakers paddle along the shores –to know not just what lies beneath the waves but also
understand why would significantly enrich any visitor experience. The use of VR and AR has huge potential for
interpreting this incredible underwater world.
The seas and waterbodies were the highways in times gone by and largely explain why various settlements were
established where they were and shaped how they developed in the way they did. The breadth of topic is
mesmerising from the tales of Bonnie Prince Charlie, to the building and manning of the lighthouses and the whaling
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stations, the presence of the Spanish Armada, testing the bouncing bombs in WWII, and the tragic sinking of the
HMY Iolair near Stornoway and the HMS Otranto near Oa on Islay.
The west coast of Scotland is home to the rare Temperate Rain Forest (considered to be rarer than the Tropical Rain
Forests) and characterised by the ancient Atlantic Oakwoods, rare mosses and lichens, waterfalls and exotic
cultivated gardens. This stunning beautiful and rich landscape is a consequence of the Gulf Stream and although
typically damp and wet also has a story to tell. The warm damp climate supports the high quality produce
acailable both on land and in the water, including our peaty whiskies, exceptional seafood, dairy produce and
game.
2020 offers an incredible opportunity to Interpret this unique and fascinating heritage through technology on our
ferries and at hub locations, and through a major collaboration with the many local heritage centres, gardens and
museums, across the west coast - offering a significant and lasting legacy.

The 2020 Uisge Baton Trail
To celebrate everything that the west coast has to offer and raise awareness in 2020, a proposal is to stage a
relay event across the west coast from the Firth of Clyde and Loch Lomond heading west and north (or vice versa)
starting or finishing on St Kilda. A beacon will be carried in sequence by various individuals and businesses
connecting up a West Coast Water Trail over the course of the year and with clubs invited to take part in different
stages. This could be staged with each stage relating to the area covered by each the DMO partners and with the
baton being passed between areas weekend by weekend over a set period in 2020. The beacon or baton should
be a unique and identifiable feature, like the Olympic torch and Commonwealth baton, and be able to be carried
by individuals undertaking different water-based activities.

The TT2020 Trail or West Coast 500 on the Water
The TT2020 - A pan west coast trail starting in Tarbert Loch Fyne and finishing in Tarbert on Harris. This could
readily be tailored to be a sailing/cruising route or a self-drive island hop scotch in partnership with Calmac Ferries.
Although conceptual at this stage a route has been mapped out based on the Calmac Ferry network. This could start
on the Clyde and take in the Cowal and the Clyde Islands and then across to Kintyre and working its way
northwards taking in Argyll and the Inner Hebrides, Lochaber, Skye and Loch Alsh, Wester Ross and the Outer
Hebrides returning to either Ullapool, Uig or Oban. It could be an epic route which can readily be chunked into
smaller sections. A key point is that the range and breadth of experiences on offer across the west coast is
significant and tailored itineraries could readily be developed based on specific interests - eg whisky, wildlife etc.

Other ideas are presented for consideration, and key delivery partners identified. Not all of the ideas will gain
traction, and some may morph. They key purpose of this document is to present the findings and stimulate discussion
with a view to agree collectively what is worth progressing.

REF

WORKING TITLE

CONCEPT

POTENTIAL DELIVERY PARTNERS

A

Uisge 2020

Year-long pan west coast
promotional Campaign

DMOs, Councils, VS Growth Fund,
Capiten

B

Beneath the Waves

Maritime Heritage

SNH NCHF, Calmac, Capiten

C

The Coast that Shaped Us

Cultural Heritage

Museums Galleries Scotland, HES, NTS

D

Wild & Wet

Natural Heritage and
Produce

SNH, Scottish Wildlife Trust, RSPB

E

West Coast Island’s Passport

Travel Incentive

Hitrans, Calmac, Scotrail, Loganair
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F

West Coast in the Palm of my
Hand

Visitor Information App

Ports and Providers, Capiten

G

West Coast // Best Coast

Marine Litter and Plastics

Zero Waste Scotland, DMOs

H

WC2020 - The West Coast
500 on the water

Tourist Route development

Calmac, DMOs

I

The Uisge 2020 Baton Relay

Celebratory and
Awareness Raising Event

DMOs, Event Scotland, Capiten

J

TT2020 Tarbert to Tarbert
Cruise

Signature Event

SailScotland, Ocean Sailing Scotland,
Cruise operators

K

West Coast Trail Blazing

Trail Development

SWT, HWDT, Seafood Trail, Calmac,
DMOs, Capiten

L

2020 A Celebration of West
Coast Art and Artists

Exhibitions (local and
national)

Creative Scotland, Craft Scotland, local
artist and galleries

M

2020 West Coast Nautical
Flags and Pennants

Place making

Creative Scotland, community groups,
local artists

N

Marine Tourism information
Points (F)

Digital information
provision

Capiten

O

West Coast Cabotage (H/J)

New (re-launched) sailing
routes

Capiten

P

West Coast Snorkel Trail (K)

Trail development

Capiten

Q

Uisge Event with Atlantic Arc
Partners (I)

Event

Capiten

Next Steps
The findings from this scoping process are considerable. The opportunities to develop new and enhance existing
products is significant and in remote rural locations where economic growth opportunities are very limited. There are
ready examples in existence of small businesses and enterprises that have grasped opportunities in these and very
similar locations demonstrating that with the right mindset and approach to doing business economic rewards will be
reaped – and that by collaborating to ensure a sense of scale and connectedness, the benefits can be shared more
widely.
There are three steps now required
1. Consideration of the report findings by the individual DMO members of the collaboration to determine what
actions they wish to take at a local level – and who else to collaborate with
2. Presentation of the findings to a key agency partners to determine what actions can be taken at a higher
level
3. Consideration of how the WCMTC collaboration itself wants to operate beyond this point.
A summit event has been scheduled for 10 January 2019 in Oban with an innovation workshop facilitated by
Thomas McGonigle and supported by HIE. The aim of this event is to establish a series of action plans with lead
partners to progress some of the opportunities presented in readiness for 2020.
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1 Setting the Scene
What is the West Coast Marine Tourism Collaboration 2020?

In 2017 19 DMO groups agreed to come together under the leadership of Argyll & The Isles Tourism Cooperative
to do undertake a scoping study to identify potential marine tourism products and offerings that could be
developed and collectively marketed in readiness for 2020 – Scotland’s Year of Coasts and Water. These new
products and marketing campaigns should significantly enhance the profile and economic contribution of marine
tourism to the west coast economy.

The collaboration currently comprises the following DMOs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Outer Hebrides Tourism
Wester Ross Biosphere/Visit Wester Ross
SkyeConnect
Road to the Isles
SMMAATA
Visit Arran
Love Loch Lomond
AITC*:
• Marketing Mull & Iona
• Discover Tiree
• Development Coll
• Oban & Lorn Tourism Alliance
• Heart of Argyll Tourism Alliance
• Inveraray Marketing Group
• Explore Kintyre & Gigha/Explore Campbeltown
• Islay & Jura Tourism Marketing Group
• Colonsay Marketing Group
• Kyles Marketing Group
• Cowal Marketing Group
• Visit Bute

* The Argyll & The Isles DMOs (12 in total) are represented through the umbrella of Argyll & The Isles Tourism Cooperative.
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What prompted this?

In April 2017 Scottish Development International and HIE conducted a learning journey to Sweden with the majority
of participants being from the west coast. The overarching feedback was that the Swedish harbours and marinas
have a very strong focus on the customer and adopts a ‘host harbour’ approach. The harbours and marinas adopt
very strong hospitality principles focused on the customer – whereas in Scotland we have traditionally been more
utilitarian focussing on facilities available rather than visitor experience.
Key learnings were the level of collaboration, the focus on the water bodies that unite the land-based destinations,
the focus on differentiating each hub based on its USPs to appeal to different people for different reasons, and the
importance of events and festivals to marine tourists. The four participants from Argyll came together very quickly
after the journey keen to see what learnings could be applied back home. This triggered a conversation that the
area in Sweden is equivalent to a much larger area in Scotland, and for the learnings to have real impact, this
should be considered at a much larger scale and ideally be pan West Coast. Contact was made with neighbouring
DMOs and a collaboration came together late summer 2017. This allowed a proposal to be pulled together and
submitted to HIE seeking funding support for an initial scoping initiative.

Why the west coast?

The West Coast of Scotland is already a well-known sailing, cruising and paddle sport destination, renowned for its
island-hopping opportunities and wild life spotting experiences – and also for its exceptional environmental quality
with pristine waters and rare habitats. It has been described as one of the world’s top sailing spots, and one of
Europe’s best sea kayaking locations. A study in 2016, based on 2500 survey responses from people in Scotland
who engage in marine activities, generated a series of heat maps.
These heat maps individually and collectively demonstrated a strong concentration of activity on the west coast. The
study also demonstrated how people travel across the west coast and don’t restrict themselves to singular areas.
The various DMOs operating in this wider area were approached and agreed to come on board.

What is this expected to achieve?

At a simplistic level this collaboration has huge potential to generate new environmentally friendly products that
unite the land based DMOs across the water bodies that connect them, and the culture and heritage, events,
festivals, food and drink that give each area its own unique sense of place within the West Coast. This collaboration
also has significant potential to help existing small businesses to grow, create local employment and stimulate the
creation of new locally based enterprises in fragile remote rural areas.
All activities combined

What is the significance of 2020

VisitScotland have announced that 2020 will be the Scottish Year of Coasts
and Water. By coming together later in 2017 there is a 2-year window
for the West Coast Marine Tourism Collaboration to progress an ambitious
scoping initiative focused on identifying new products and collaborations
that can be developed over 2018 and 2019 in readiness for 2020. Of
note, there will be no focus year in 2019 which, for the first time since
2009, allows a full year of planning and advance marketing to be
progressed. This is considered an unprecedented opportunity to
significantly reposition the West Coast as an outstanding marine tourism
destination and generate significant local economic and other benefits.

Does this have a strategic context?

The national tourism strategy Tourism Scotland 2020 was launched in 2012 with a strong focus on ‘turning assets into
experiences’. Marine Tourism sits within the Nature and Activities asset block and in response to the national
strategy a Marine Tourism Development Group was established to produce a Marine Tourism Strategy. ‘Awakening
the Giant’ was launched in 2015 with an action plan established in 2016. This sets a strong strategic context for the
West Coast Marine Tourism Collaboration.
All of the DMOs involved have already identified marine tourism as a priority theme within their regional responses
to the national tourism strategy – Tourism Scotland 2020 - and are working on local strategies, projects and
initiatives. This collaboration will enable many of the local priorities to be progressed more quickly and at a larger
scale.

What do we mean by Marine Tourism?

The national strategy defines marine tourism as including those recreational activities which involve travel away from
one’s place of residence and have the marine environment or inland waters/waterways as their host or focus. It
therefore focuses primarily on sailing and boating
The collaboration has taken a wider definition to embrace ‘coasts and water’ wherein marine tourists are defined as
visitors arriving in the area by water and seeking land-based experiences (sailors/boaters and cruise ship
passengers (large and small)), and visitors based on the land seeking water-based experiences (boat trips and
water sport activity).

Characteristics

Arrive by sea, seeking land-based experiences

Arrive by land, seeking sea-based experiences

Cruise ship visitors

Sailing and boating
visitors

Boat trips and
excursions

Water sports and
activities

Large, high
volume cruise
ships visiting
ports across the
West Coast

Sailors
visiting the
West Coast
for a specific
visit, or as
part of a
wider journey

Long distance
bucket list
trips – St
Kilda

Independent
visitors,
experienced
and equipped

Smaller
bespoke
upmarket
cruise ships –
all areas

Sailors seeking
charters or
leaving their
boat on the
West Coast for
an extended
period, and
returning for
regular trips

Short
wildlife /
family
friendly
trips

Novice / midlevel, seeking
organised and
supported
activities

Who has been involved?

The WCMTC has worked closely with Highlands and Islands Enterprise (who funded this scoping initiative) and West
Highland College UHI who are a key partner in ‘Capiten’ which is an EU Interreg funded programme focused on
Marine Tourism on the Atlantic Coast. The WCMTC Steering Group consists of representatives of the seven primary
DMOs plus Daniel Steel CEO at SailScotland, David Adams McGilp Regional Director and Marine Tourism lead in
VisitScotland, and Karl Stevens, Hebridean Whale Trail Manager with The Hebridean Whale & Dolphin Trust and
has also engaged with Calmac.

What has come out this?

The primary focus has been on initially understanding the current marine tourism offering across the west coast in
terms of where visitors can get access on to and off the water and what services - and importantly -what
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experiences are available at each of these key locations. This has been followed by business engagement to
understand the hopes, fears and aspirations of the tourism industry on the West Coast.
The next phase has been to scope out the possible product development ideas and associated marketing
opportunities that would raise awareness of the offer, improve the visitor experience and develop new collaborative
products based on the West Coast’s amazing assets to attract more marine tourist activity. It is recognised that this
scoping phase has inevitably identified infrastructure gaps and requirements. Although that isn’t the primary focus
of the collaboration, it was agreed at the outset that any infrastructure issues that are emerging and are seen as a
barrier to growth will be fed back to the national Marine Tourism Development Group for consideration.
This scoping report sets out a summary of the asset mapping, site by site inventory and business engagement activity
and the key learnings. It then itemises the various project and product development ideas which have come to the
fore. These findings were presented to the steering group in September for discussion and review to allow a series
of prioritised projects (including pan West Coast strategic projects plus an array of more local initiatives) to be
compiled which can then form the basis to various funding bids to allow these to be progressed by 2020.

What actually happened during the scoping initiative?

There have been ten stages of activity following a steering group meeting in November 2017 which galvanised all
the partners to pursue this scoping initiative
1. Appointment of a team of locally based freelance development agents within each area
2. Engagement with the UHI Capiten Atlantic Arc EU initiative considering port information points cabotage,
events and product development across the Atlantic coast of Europe
3. A pan West Coast asset mapping process which identified 280 marine tourism hub sites across the west
coast
4. A site by site inventory to collate a full understanding of all current marine infrastructure and
experiences/attractions available at each of the 280 hub points
5. Initial scoping to identify possible new trails, events and experiences based on the assets on offer and pan
West Coast themes that are emerging
6. Business engagement to share the initial findings and stimulate interest in collaboration and ideas for
product development
7. A week long DataLab MSc Innovation workshop with 130 students in early June in Glasgow with three
teams exploring data based innovations utilising the inventory and other data sets
8. A scoping report identifying the key findings and product development and marketing opportunities from
the scoping project
9. A strategic workshop with representatives from each DMO and partner organisations to consider and
develop the projects and ideas which are likely to have the biggest impact and be deliverable within the
timeframes and seek commitment to progress key ideas
10. A final report identifying the key product development opportunities from the scoping project which are
prioritised and linked to potential funding and delivery partners

Who did this work?

The budget allowed for a local freelance development agent to be appointed in each area – with a team of ten
covering the west coast. Each agent was allocated a set amount of days to do the initial audit and the inventory of
the key hubs in their area, facilitate local workshops and business engagement and feed into the scoping report.
Given the task in hand, the agents were appointed based on skills and experience in capacity building, local
knowledge and contacts rather than as marine tourism specialists. AITC’s Development Manager coordinated the
overall scoping phase and has authored this scoping report on behalf of the steering group.
The development agent team appointed within each DMO are as follows:
1. Outer Hebrides North and South
2. Wester Ross
3. Skye & Raasay

Marie Butler (initially supported by Malcolm Turner)
Natasha Hutchison
Ian MacKay
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4. Road to the Isles
5. Sunart, Morven, Moidart, Ardnamurchan
& Ardgour
6. North Argyll
7. South Argyll
8. Clyde Sea Lochs, Cowal & Loch Lomond
9. Clyde Islands

Pamela Burns
Michelle Hilder
Gemma Paterson
Kirsten Henderson (later supported by Bonnie Wood,
Iain Johnstone and Lynn Jones)
Lynne Dow
Lynn Jones

What were the timeframes?

The agent team were appointed late in 2017 and the initial asset audit was undertaken early in 2018. The
inventory was developed in partnership with Capiten and completed by the agent team by the end of March 2018.
Local workshops took place in Strontian, Gairloch, Loch Lomond and the Outer Hebrides in March/April and a
business engagement survey was then issued in May 2018 which secured 142 responses from across the area. The
DataLab took place in early June in Glasgow. This report was then compiled over the summer months and a steering
group meeting set to review the findings and consider next steps in early September.

How has it been funded?

HIE recognise the coastal environment of the West Coast is a huge asset and offers a significant opportunity to
create scale across the West Coast, and collaboration within and across the DMOs. HIE therefore 100% funded this
initial phase of collaboration

How has it been governed?

The scoping project is being led by AITC on behalf of the collaboration. A steering group was formally established
in November 2017 with representation from across the DMOs, and an independent chair was appointed to ensure
the group is fully representative and also aligned with the national Marine Tourism Strategy ‘Awakening the Giant’.
Alan Rankin performed this role in the early stages before stepping down to take up a new job opportunity. HIE has
provided this governance role in the final stages. AITC has appointed a director to oversee the project delivery.
The steering group has support from advisors from HIE, VS, Sail Scotland, Calmac and UHI.

Next steps

Following the steering group meeting in September 2018 in Fortwilliam where in the scoping findings were
presented, the scoping out puts have been pulled together in this document.
The individual DMOs will now consider the contents of this scoping report to determine the areas they wish to
progress and be involved with either locally or as part of a pan west coast collaboration.
For the West Coast Marine Tourism Collaboration to move forward as an entity the individual members will be
invited to consider optional partnership working models.
As a minimum, based on feedback from the steering group, it is anticipated there will be support for a consortium
based campaign(s) bringing together and celebrating what the area currently has to offer and which can be
augmented by 2020 under an umbrella ‘Uisge’ West Coast of Scotland positioning.
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2 Asset Mapping and Hub Inventory
A key consideration has been to generate a baseline of what marine tourism infrastructure currently exists across the
west coast for visitors to get on and off the water and enjoy our unique west coast environment and scenery. A
simplistic starting point was the Welcome Anchorages annual listings which set out all the moorings and marinas
around the coast which have facilities ashore. The west coast is split between three zones – Firth of Clyde, Argyll
Coast and North West Coast, and a total of 95 Welcome Anchorages are listed in the 2018 edition within the area
defined by the collaboration (REF APPENDIX 1).
However, this only gives an insight into sailing (and cruise ship) access points – which in a number of cases also
provide a base for boat trip and water sport operators. However with the unique geography of the west coast and
so many beaches, sheltered bays, remote communities and historic slipways and piers giving access to wildlife,
cultural and natural features it was recognised that asset mapping was required on an area by area basis and then
an inventory of each site to be undertaken to give a robust and comprehensive understanding of not just the facilities
and infrastructure available across the region but from a marketing and product
WCMTC REGIONS
development perspective to know what events, experiences, attractions and
cultural associations each site had.

Asset Mapping

Eleven areas were mapped to reflect the physical geography of the West Coast
of Scotland and also the current DMO structure;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1

2 4 3
Outer Hebrides North (Harris and Lewis)
5
Outer Hebrides South (Uists, Benbecula and Barra)
6
Wester Ross
7
10
Skye and Raasay
9
8 11
Lochaber North (Road to the Isles and Small Isles)
Lochaber South (Sunart, Moidart, Morven, Ardnamurchan, Ardgour and
west Loch Linnhe)
Argyll and Inner Hebrides North (east Loch Linnhe, Lorn, Mull, Iona,
Lismore, Coll and Tiree)
Argyll and Inner Hebrides South (West Knapdale, West Kintyre, Islay, Jura, Colonsay and Gigha)
Argyll Loch Fyne (east Knadpale, Kintyre and West Cowal)
Lomond and Clyde Sea Lochs (incl East Cowal)
Clyde Islands (Arran, Bute and Cumbrae)

The asset mapping was undertaken on an area by area basis with each agent tasked with identifying all the hub
sites where visitors and tourists currently get on and off the water – or could with some investment in historic
infrastructure. 280 sites were identified across the west coast.
REF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

REGION
Outer Hebrides North
Outer Hebrides South
Wester Ross
Skye & Raasay
North Lochaber
South Lochaber
North Argyll & Inner Hebrides
South Argyll & Inner Hebrides
Loch Fyne and East Kintyre
Lomond & Clyde Sea Lochs
Clyde Islands
TOTAL

Nos.
22
16
16
45
14
16
49
32
20
34
16
280
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Hub by Hub Inventory

The WCMTC inventory was devised in partnership with UHI’s Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research (CRTR) to
tie in with the Capiten initiative. CRTR UHI are responsible for delivering the Port Information Points theme within the
overall Capiten programme and the inventory developed for the WCMTC is subsequently being rolled out across
the Capiten Partner areas. A significant amount of data was collected for each site by the agent team using an
online resource to collect and collate the findings.
Whilst comprehensive the inventory criteria have been interpreted by the individual agents and based on their level
of local knowledge which means some entries are more detailed than others from a Capiten perspective. However,
from a WCMTC perspective the inventory has generated a robust baseline from which to understand the scale and
extent of marine tourism facilities and the quite remarkable potential to develop a series of products, trails and
marketing campaigns based on the very rich tapestry of experiences available.
There are also some very valuable insights coming through the Capiten partnership, allowing comparisons to be
made between the west coast of Scotland and other marine tourism destinations on the Atlantic coast of Europe. A
key finding is that the scale of operation on the west coast is much smaller than most other area on the Atlantic
seaboard where large marinas dominate linked to key towns and cities. On the west coast there are several
marinas and harbours, but each is relatively small and there are also several piers, jetties and slipways in remote
locations providing access on and off the water but with very limited onshore facilities. The west coast geography
also affords a significant number of remote sheltered anchorages, beaches and bays only accessible to marine
tourists. Of note there are only two marinas on the west coast which have achieved Gold Anchor accreditation
based on their standard of customer centric services. The west coast offer is therefore low key but wide ranging.

Inventory Findings

The inventory was based on an online questionnaire and answers based on readily available information either
online or by asking local contacts. This was not a scientific assessment but a visitor facing appraisal of what each
hub consists of and what is available for visitors.
Each hub was classified by ‘type of site’ to ascertain the primary use.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

36 commercial ports
19 leisure marinas
36 jetty/pontoons
19 slipways
43 historic piers/harbours
58 sheltered bay/beach
69 ‘other’

With a number of hubs being multi-functional, or difficult to classify they were grouped as ‘other’ with a description.
Of note a number of sheltered bays and beaches were identified which are popular remote anchorages or are used
by kayakers and surfers, and wildlife boat trips.
Of the 280 hubs, 37 are predominantly used to get on the water, 52 to get off the water and the large majority
(196) for access on and off the water.
The hubs were classified in terms of the level of facilities and marine tourism infrastructure available with green
representing those sites with a good level and therefore able to be linked to any new product development and
campaign activity in 2020. Amber sites have some limitations, red offer potential but not within the timeframes of
the Year of Coasts and Water in 2020, and blue represent those sites which characterise the west coast where you
can paddle and drop anchor for a very personal experience. This exercise therefore allowed sites which have
limitations to be identified with an eye to the future.
•
•

Green: a hub which is in a good location and has good infrastructure and local services (109)
Amber: a hub which is in a good location and needs investment to realise its potential (81)
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•
•

Red: a hub which is a good location but is not readily accessible due to ownership, or a historical pier/slip
which needs significant investment to be brought back into use (15)
Blue: a hub which is a beach or sheltered bay/anchorage with no/very basic land-based facilities and
infrastructure (75)

In terms of the location only 18 (6.4%) are linked to a town on the West Coast with full services. 116 (44.4%) are
linked to a village with basic services. The remainder 149 (more than 52%) are in remote locations with little or no
services but have appeal to marine tourists.

3 WESTER ROSS

4 SKYE & RAASAY

5 LOCHABER NORTH

6 LOCHABER SOUTH

7 ARGYLL & INNER HEBRIDES NORTH

8 ARGYLL & INNER HEBRIDES SOUTH

9 LOCH FYNE & EAST KINTYRE

10 LOMOND & CLYDE SEA LOCHS

1

3

0

1

1

O

3

2

1

5

1

18

5

3

10

12

7

5

15

16

9

24

10

116

7

5

4

16

4

4

29

8

8

5

5

95

9

5

2

16

2

7

2

6

2

0

0

51

11 CLYDE ISLANDS

2 OUTER HEBRIDES SOUTH

URBAN –
town/substantial
infrastructure
RURAL – village with
basic infrastructure
REMOTE – little or no
infrastructure
WILD – secluded
beach/anchorage only

1 OUTER HEBRIDES NORTH

Total

A full data base has been created setting out what is available at each location. With the key purpose of this
scoping initiative being to identify potential projects, products and marketing opportunities to develop for 2020,
the database has been analysed and key insights set out at a pan west coast and also on an area by area basis.
Of the 134 hubs with services and facilities available, marine tourism operators and providers operate from 78
locations. Operators range from boat trips, nature and heritage tours, kayak tours, fishing, sailing clubs, waterbased adventure activities, private ferries/taxis, diving trips, wildlife spotting, surf schools, water sport equipment
hire, yacht and boat charters plus land based activities like mini bus tours, fishing and stalking. The total number of
operators recorded on a location by location basis – which is not exhaustive – is 354. This is not the total number of
operators as this has been recorded per location and there are some operators who work from more than one
location eg PS Waverley excursions. However, this does give a very strong sense of visitor options and critical mass.
Cruise ships of any size currently only visit 66 locations. Only 2 locations currently have berth facilities for large
cruise ships, and a further nine locations where large cruise ships use tenders to access the shore. There are seven
locations which serve as the base for west coast cruise operations.
Only 102 hubs provide visitor information and even less (56) have staff available to assist. 68 provide transport
information including timetables, and a similar number provide information on local events. The ferry terminals for
Calmac and council ferry services are important hubs for providing transport and other local information. Only 16
hubs (less than 5%) provide interpretation about the marine and coastal environment. This is significant given the
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value placed on the environment by the many UK and EU designations and the extent of Marine Protected Areas
across the West Coast.
Returning to the Swedish learning journey and our aspiration to be much more customer centric, it is revealing to
learn that there are only two marinas on the west coast of Scotland that have achieved Gold Anchor status (an
international accreditation managed by the Yacht Harbour Association Ltd). These are Portavadie on Loch Fyne and
Dunstaffnage just north of Oban. There are six in total in Scotland with two on the Ayrshire Coast, one in Inverness
and one on the Moray Coast.

Activities
Activities that are readily accessible from the Hub

Coastal sightseeing and view points
Formal coastal paths
Beach walks
Wild swimming
Land-based birdwatching
Land-based wildlife spotting
Wildlife boat trips
Scenic Boat Trips
Coasteering
Land yachting
Scuba diving
Snorkelling
Surfing
Surf kayaking
Wind surfing
SUP
Kite Surfing
Sea Kayaking
Rowing and skulling
Skiff rowing/racing
Water skiing/wakeboarding
Dinghy sailing/racing
Yacht racing
Yacht cruising
Motor cruising
Power boating
RIB rides
Boat Yacht chartering
Jet Skiing
Sea angling from shore
Sea angling from boat
Freshwater fishing – loch and river
Wild fowling
Slow adventure packages

Good location
for DIY
157
103
106
72
168
167
41
5
75
74
10
14
26
85
15
147
38
32
16
77
51
145
133
61
42
26
114
74
61
-

Providers/
instructors/
clubs
2
1
0
4
10
13
70
76
9
0
12
5
3
6
6
12
1
48
10
16
4
16
5
10
6
6
32
37
3
6
32
16
4
11

The inventory appraised which hub locations facilitated what outdoor/maritime activities. A significant number were
categorised as good DIY locations wherein an enthusiast/participant with their own equipment can readily
undertake that activity. There are numerous locations identified for coastal walking, beach walks, and land-based
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wildlife and bird spotting. There are also numerous locations suitable for sea kayaking, yacht and power boat
cruising and also fishing from the shore.
The inventory also highlights where providers or clubs operate from a hub and again there are notable numbers with
70 hubs providing boat trips, 48 offering sea kayaking and 37 offering boat charters.
The importance of this is that there are numerous opportunities for visitors to gain access to the water. The
enthusiast has many DIY opportunities but importantly the novice or traveller without their own kit has a number of
providers to help them get on the water. Of interest, there is a network of providers and it could be they consider
extending the equipment they offer – eg wet suits and snorkel masks along the existing and proposed snorkel trails.
In addition, through collaboration there could be scope to better differentiate what the different providers do and
to target this at niche interests and be more accessible to the travel trade.
A factor considered elsewhere in the inventory is bike hire. Many hubs do provide bike hire and a key consideration
for 2020 could be to develop the number of electric bikes available for hire from these hubs to encourage those
already on the water to come ashore and explore further on the land.

Features and Attractions

A key consideration within this scoping initiative is to understand the attractions and experiences available at each
of the hub locations to help determine what new products could be developed or existing ones expanded.
Of the 280 hubs within the original inventory, 237 hubs do give ready access to one or more formal tourism
experience or features of interest including destination restaurants. Those that do not are safe haven anchorages
and remote beaches.
Features that are readily accessible from the Hub
Seafood Restaurants
Distillery open to the public
Castle or heritage attraction
Gallery/local crafts/local produce outlet
Long-distance walking or cycling route
Renowned Munro/hill walk
Natural phenomenon
Excellent marine wildlife spotting
Established marine trail (eg snorkel, kayak)
Important cultural association, romantic story or link to a contemporary or historic
personality

Total
100
44
120
96
92
52
43
106
24
82

11 CLYDE ISLANDS

10 LOMOND & CLYDE SEA LOCHS

9 LOCH FYNE & EAST KINTYRE

8 ARGYLL & INNER HEBRIDES SOUTH

7 ARGYLL & INNER HEBRIDES NORTH

6 LOCHABER SOUTH

5 LOCHABER NORTH

4 SKYE & RAASAY

3 WESTER ROSS

2 OUTER HEBRIDES SOUTH

Features that
are readily
accessible
from the Hub

1 OUTER HEBRIDES NORTH

This data is particularly interesting when looked at on an area by area basis.
Total No.
of hubs
which give
access to
features
(NB not
necessarily
total
number of
features)
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Seafood
Restaurants
Distillery open to
the public
Castle or
heritage
attraction
Gallery/local
crafts/local
produce outlet
Long-distance
walking or
cycling route
Renowned
Munro/hill walk
Natural
phenomenon
Excellent marine
wildlife spotting
Established
marine trail (eg
snorkel, kayak)
Important
cultural
association,
romantic story or
link to a
contemporary or
historic
personality

6

12

12

4

9

4

22

11

13

5

2

100

2

2

0

7

1

6

10

13

2

0

1

44

10

10

10

11

6

7

28

10

8

12

8

120

8

4

11

9

9

3

17

10

10

6

9

96

6

9

5

3

12

6

7

11

10

13

10

92

2

3

6

8

12

4

7

3

0

5

2

52

3

6

0

10

0

1

12

8

0

0

3

43

10

8

12

5

10

8

19

12

5

7

10

106

1

1

3

0

3

1

5

2

5

3

0

24

10

5

5

23

5

3

7

8

10

4

2

82

The inventory demonstrates that the West Coast has seafood available in numerous locations, some more plentiful
than others. These range from fine dining experiences, to bistros and restaurants, fish and chip shops and also cabin
style offers with al fresco dining. They are all united by their use of locally sourced seafood produce. Each area also
has a significant number of heritage and cultural attractions close to the marine hubs – although local transport is
often an issue for accessing these features. Importantly many of our castles occupy strategic locations on the coast
and each has a rich story to tell about our local history and culture. The number of locations offering excellent
wildlife spotting exceeds 100 and each area has craft and art galleries/local produce outlets close to the marine
hubs. Not every area has a whisky distillery, but there are new gin experiences and microbreweries available in
various locations. The scope to develop a network of themed trails and itineraries is significant and also to have
local versions as well as pan west coast routes. Passport ideas could work very well for 2020 where these themed
trails are packaged to incentivise people to travel that bit further and explore more – and working with key
transport partners like Scotrail and Calmac as well as Hitrans who have announced plans to develop a passport
style product.
On a hub by hub basis the inventory identifies a total of 596 formal attractions being accessible from the marine
hubs (which will inevitably include some duplication as some can be accessed from more than one hub). In addition,
38 new attractions and features of interest are under development prior to 2020. These attractions have been
assessed in terms of local, regional and national significance and categorised as follows;
•
•
•
•
•

Food and drink related
Heritage based
Nature based
Arts and culture based
Other

As this data has been collected on a site by site basis there is scope to pull out themed lists of attractions that are
geographically close to support the development of new trails and itineraries for different types of marine tourists.
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A simple action that could benefit those already on the water seeking to come ashore would be to provide clear
easily accessible information on what is on offer, travel distances, opening times etc and also bike hire and taxi/tour
options.

Events & Festivals

The inventory also identifies 307 events and festivals across the west coast which can be accessed from 113 hub
locations (again some degree of duplication as some events will be accessible from more than one hub or take place
across a few hubs). 33 new events are under development and should be operating by 2020. The existing events
include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sailing and water based,
food and drink based,
music based
sport based
heritage based
nature based
arts/culture based

The events are also a mix of 1 day, 2-3 day and weeklong events; local, regional and national events; pre-booked
and free events and also events which take place across multiple locations (eg West Highland Week). All this
information has been collected on a site by site basis and a thorough review of the events and festivals can now be
pulled from the inventory to develop a calendar of events and festivals over 2020 and under specific themes.
These could then be used as a catalyst to encourage all event providers to supplement their existing programmes
with specific Year of Coasts and Water activity.
A proposal is to develop a programme of all West Coast based Coasts and Water related events and festivals
under the banner of Uisge 2020 (Gaelic for water)
To mark 2020 two event and festival ideas have been suggested with an additional community based idea being
for each community across the west coast to be tasked with developing their own pennant which sums up their coastal
life and offer – and they will all be collected and displayed in a central location
The number of skiff and coastal rowing clubs are growing across the West Coast and further afield. Various skiff
events do take place and a proposals is for a skiff rally with heats in different locations across the west coast tied to
social events and then semi plus the final staged to coincide with an important date in the Uisge calendar.
As there are so many activities on offer in each area covered by this collaboration there could be ready scope to
develop a programme of baton relay events zigzagging across the west coast from area to area – managed
locally – and engaging different activities from wild swimming, to kayaking, skiff rowing and sailing. This could all
be filmed to generate new content for campaign activity. The baton can be something significant to the west coast
and should be carried on every leg to ensure the scale of the collaboration is highlighted.

3 Mapping the Inventory

Each of the hubs have now been mapped using Arc GIS software with each hub given a unique reference and key
information collated and accessible via a drop down box when you click each hub. Various properties have been
collated including whether they need investment to operate properly, and what the type of experiences are
available at that hub.
This mapping exercise has further developed the number of sites included in the inventory with some additional sites
added – now 300 in total. This is not considered exhaustive and there will be ready scope to review and
add/delete sites through time and as actual products and projects are introduced.
The online map is accessed via this link
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https://cann.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=1c7312a5e7cc4f5f814ba1903060026c
Data that were imported in to the map for each site were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hub name
Area
Region code (number)
Region (text)
Longitude
Latitude
Site type (anchorage, beach, ferry terminal, harbour, jetty/pier, marina, pontoon, port, slipway)
Site type description
Location character (remote, rural, urban, wild)
Status (green, amber, red, blue)
Seafood available nearby? (yes, no)
Distillery/brewery nearby? (yes, no)
Castle/heritage attraction nearby? (yes, no)
Gallery/local crafts/local produce nearby? (yes, no)
Long distance routes/outdoor activities nearby? (yes, no)
Wildlife watching nearby? (yes, no)
Events/festivals nearby? (yes, no)
Description (Text description of key features of the site)

Marine hub locations were displayed on the map and categorised by status (colour-coded green, amber, red, blue).
Each point had a label showing the hub name which was visible when the map was zoomed in. Each point also had a
pop-up box displaying information about the location. All data from the above list except longitude, latitude and
site-type description, were displayed in the pop-up box. Points can be selectively displayed according to the
information in the pop-up box (details for how to do this in Section 3: User guide).
The map was created using the ACT user licence for ArcGIS Online. Map data can only be edited by ACT, a partner
of AITC. The completed map has open access and can be viewed by anyone. The ability to temporarily edit, select
points and change the display of the map is also open to anyone (more details below).

User guide

The west coast marine hubs web map can be accessed here:
https://cann.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=1c7312a5e7cc4f5f814ba1903060026c
The following diagrams give an overview of the functionality of the map and how users can interact with the map.
This is the view of the map when it is first opened. The numbers relate to icons which are described on the next page.
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Map functionality
1. Zoom – use these buttons to zoom in and out of the map. Alternatively scroll in and out using the mouse.
Zoom in to see individual hub name labels.
2. Home – use this to return to the original scale of the map
3. Location – use this to pinpoint your own current location
4. Scale bar – in miles
5. Co-ordinates – click this icon then click a location on the map to find out the co-ordinates of your chosen
location. Co-ordinates are in decimal degrees.
6. Information – text introduction to the mapping project.
7. Legend – automatically displays when map opens. Describes the symbols of the active layers on the map.
Can be closed using the X or by clicking the icon again.
8. Layer list – turn different layers on and off to alter which layers are displayed on the map.
9. Basemap Gallery – change the appearance of the basemap to suit your preference.
10. Print – use this icon to save the map as a pdf, jpg or other image suitable for printing
11. Filter – select points to display according to different attributes (more details on page 6).
Click on an individual point to bring up a pop-up box and find out more information.

The Filter function:
This can be used to select points according to different attributes.
•
•

Click the filter icon then turn the filter on (click the white dot with grey background to change the
background to green).
Each attribute can be selected by typing a relevant category in the box. The categories must match those in
the original data and are given as a hint under the text box (light grey writing in italics). If a category is
selected, the points with those attributes will be displayed on the map. More than one attribute can be
selected at a time. If a box is left blank, no selections will be made in relation to that attribute i.e. all points
will be displayed.
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•
•

•
•

Press return after the last selection to display the points matching your selection.
Region codes are as follows:
1. Outer Hebrides North
2. Outer Hebrides South
3. Wester Ross
4. Skye and Lochalsh
5. RTTI and Small Isles
6. Ardnamurchan, Ardgour, Moidart and Morvern
7. North Argyll and Inner Hebrides
8. South Argyll and Southern Hebrides
9. Loch Fyne (including East Kintyre and West Cowal)
10. Loch Lomond and Clyde Sea Lochs (including East Cowal)
11. Clyde Islands – Arran, Bute and Cumbrae
The following example shows points selected with green status, for all regions, marinas only, rural character,
with a seafood restaurant nearby.
All points can be returned to the map by turning the filter off (white dot to grey background) or by
deleting the text in the boxes.
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4 Business Engagement
Business Engagement Events

Workshops and presentations took place in April/May which generated interesting insights. These took place in
Strontian, Gairloch and Luss, and project specific sessions were included in the Outer Hebrides Tourism AGM events
in Benbecula and Stornoway. Participants in the workshops provided very useful insights into what is currently being
planned and also what they considered to be the key opportunities in their immediate area. Many ideas had a
strong cultural theme, celebrating the unique maritime heritage of each area. Key insights included a general lack of
awareness of the current marine tourism offer in each area with many participant’s knowledge being limited to their
immediate community/island. However, the workshop format helped demonstrate that the there was a strong
appreciation of the potential offered by marine tourism and a sense that as a sector it has lacked focus and really is
under-performing – mirroring the sentiment of the ‘Awakening the Giant’ strategy. On the whole these events
flagged up concerns about the shoreside facilities and lack of investment in infrastructure and facilities.
In addition, in parallel with the WCMTC scoping initiative, mini summit events took place in 10 locations across Argyll
& The Isles over Winter 2017/18. These events each considered whether the local area saw marine tourism as a
priority for product development, with strong support in each area, especially in light of the announcement that
2020 was to be the Year of Coasts and Water in Scotland. Key insights were that local businesses saw the need for
more collaboration between businesses and across marketing groups – marine tourism operates at a larger scale
than other sectors – and there is a need to better engage the marinas and harbours in local destination activity.

Business Survey

Having undertaken these pilot workshops, it became apparent that the geography of the west coast with the
numerous islands, peninsulas and remote communities, combined with season now being underway, meant that
interest levels were high but attendance levels were relatively low. To supplement the workshops, an online business
survey was conducted with 142 responses from across the west coast.
The respondents were asked to best describe their business
BUSINESS/ORGANISATIONS
Boat Trips and Excursions
Water sports/activity provider
Cruise operator - day trips
Cruise operator – over nights
Harbour/Marina
Serviced Accommodation
Self-catering accommodation
Camping and Caravans
Café / restaurant / bar
Visitor Attraction
Event / Festival
Transport Provider
Leisure Facility
DMO
Retail
Arts and Craft
Information Centre
Tour Guide
Other

No.
18
13
1
1
12
20
27
3
10
12
5
2
1
1
2
7
2
5
3

35% of respondents stated that 75-100% of their business operation was devoted to marine tourism, with 12.5%
not engaged in marine tourism at all and 27% providing less than 5% of their services to marine tourists.
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Just under 50% stated they wanted to significantly grow this element of their business and a further 32% wanting to
moderately grow this element. Just under 13% were happy with the current balance and less than 1% wanted to
reduce it.

Hopes, Fears and Aspirations

Participants were asked to state their top three strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for marine tourism
on their local area, and then to do the same for the wider West Coast.
This exercise highlighted that there is a strong sense that each individual area within the west coast has unique
strengths and opportunities, and local pride, which strongly reinforces the sum of the parts concept.
Looking at the west coast as an entity, key strengths that were highlighted included our outstanding west coast
scenery and environmental quality, the range of wildlife, diversity of landscape and experience, small businesses
providing authentic experiences and our Scottish access laws.
For businesses, weaknesses relate to the weather, lack of infrastructure, transport connectivity, short season, poor
standards of hospitality, lack of funding for investment – and the midges.
When asked to list the key opportunities many business interests immediately focused on building on our incredible
cultural heritage, improving our slow adventure credentials, wildlife watching, food and drink (whisky, gin, seafood
and game), more small scale water sports to explore our pristine coastal environment and better shoreside
infrastructure and facilities. However, of note, the compelling response was recognition of the need to work together
– to collaborate.
Fish Farms and fishing activity (notably dredging) are highlighted by a number of business respondents as a threat
or risk to marine tourism. The environmental quality of the coastline and waters around the west coast are clearly
seen as a key strength but many flag concerns around the risk of possible environmental damage and pollution from
fish farms and increased tourist activity with lack of facilities.
For many businesses a key opportunity is to make it easier for water borne visitors to come ashore and to ensure the
communities do benefit from increased marine tourism activity. Existing marine operators have expressed concern
they have worked hard to establish themselves and a sudden increase in new providers with little experience and
knowledge of the ecological importance of the marine environment could lower standards. Capacity is also
highlighted and a fear that if the marine tourism offer is over promoted while capacity is still low then the visitor
experience will not be good. Capacity is in relation to marine operators but also good quality hospitality and
suitable transport infrastructure.
A key risk highlighted within the survey is inactivity despite knowledge of the opportunity, and lack of collaboration
between businesses, communities and DMOs who are missing the bigger picture/opportunity.
An overarching threat highlighted by the business community is competition from elsewhere, with the Wild Atlantic
Way cited as an example.

Top Marine Experiences in your Area Worth Promoting in 2020

Participants were asked to state their top three marine tourism experiences in their area they would like to see
better promoted in 2020. 255 suggestions were provided ranging from very specific business products – mainly
boat trip and activity providers – to trips to special places like Gulf of Corryvreckan, St Kilda, Treshnish Islands,
Flannan Isles, Rona and The Shiants, Mingulay and island hopping between the Small Isles. Many of the existing
trails were highlighted – which need much better marketing and promotion. These included the Snorkel Trail, Argyll
Sea Kayak Trail and the new Hebridean Whale Trail which is under development in 2018. Many also highlighted
the numerous activities that are available across the west coast that need much better promotion linked to existing
providers and also potentially highlighting business start-up and diversification possibilities – wild swimming, sailing,
yachting, kayaking, dinghy sailing, stand up paddle boarding, kite surfing, fishing, diving etc. Many highlighted that
the beauty of the west coast is its remoteness and the ability to lose yourself and visit remote anchorages, beaches
and stunning headlands either on land or water. The participants clearly support the idea of it being important to
promote the west coast for low key individual experiences for small groups of people rather than larger groups.
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The infrastructure – transport and marine – is part of the reason but also the outstanding environmental quality of
the area and the need to protect this as a priority. Many referred to marine based ecology and conservation
related activities being promoted in 2020.

Interest in being involved in new Water Based Trails and Products

The survey asked participants to state their interest in being involved in trails and products under the following
themes. There was very strong interest with Wildlife Watching being particularly high.
Water Based Trails and Product Themes

% interested
(125
respondents)

Distilleries and Breweries

54%

Seafood/Local Produce

73%

Wildlife Watching

98%

Historic Attractions

62%

Activity trails (eg kayaking, snorkelling)

78%

Music and performance

59%

Arts and Crafts

63%

Events and Festivals

73%

Additional feedback on other possible themes included Gaelic place names, crofting and fishing culture;
photography; faith tourism; water-based wild camping trails; shore based trails for coastal walking, cycling and
wildlife spotting.

Closing thoughts
The survey closed with a final question seeking feedback on anything ‘not yet covered that you would like to see
happen in 2020’ and as a legacy.
The responses were wide ranging and suggest a real passion for the coasts and waters of the West Coast –
participants see the opportunity but want to get this right and not erode anything that makes this area so special
and unique.
In no particular order;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

river taxis linking the Clyde Sea Lochs and Islands
Inauguration of an annual Viking Trail event linking the Isle of Man, Argyll, the Western Isles, Orkney and
Shetland
More educational and guided events about the sea
Promotion (and protection) of the MPAs
West Coast wide campaign for active plastic removal
A programme of beach clean ups
Leisure chart folios that reach further north and west
Inter-island services by boat
Promote mooring facilities holistically
St Kilda Challenge
Visitor centric marketing
Collaborative events in different areas which bring together the best local businesses can offer
Beach combing art foraging and exhibitions
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Underwater history and heritage
A shellfish extravaganza
Cruising in company for yachts to help give people confidence
Bike hire linked to landing points – electric bikes with charge points at attractions
Combined local seafood, drink, music and boat trip events and experiences
Sea Stories – capturing the local relationship between individual west coast communities and the sea from
today going back through time
Better information at each hub on marine based local options – on and off water
Slow Tourism – develop experiences which take time and move away from the tick list mentality
A booklet that yachtsmen (and others) may follow round the coats and to individual islands
Invite niche/special interests groups to our events – eg the Open Canoe Sailing Group

There were also some very practical suggestions relating to provision of multi-day parking options to allow people
to undertake multi day excursions, and for existing operators to invite accommodation providers to ‘try it’ in 2019 so
they are all readily able to promote these experiences to their guests in 2020.
In addition, a number of respondents highlighted the need for promotion to be firmly linked to expectation
management – not to promote areas and activity if the infrastructure can’t cope/doesn’t exist, and to be fully aware
of local capacity to meet new demand that may be generated for 2020. A point highlighted in the survey is that
the people who have been at the forefront of developing marine tourism on the west coast do need recognition.
The business survey findings strongly reinforce the need to build on existing capacity and infrastructure and to focus
on developing products that are aligned with local business capacity, existing infrastructure and facilities and
support the sustainability of existing businesses. There is a concern that any initiative could lead to new business
start-ups who potentially don’t have the right environmental ethos to ensure we don’t kill the goose that lay the
golden egg.
121 participants (85%) gave their full contact details and were keen to be involved in future developments.
A key conclusion from the workshops and surveys is that business engagement is likely to increase once this scoping
report is available and there are tangible projects and initiatives to consider. A programme of workshops in each
area should readily act as a catalyst for business buy in to specific activity.

4 West Coast Marine Tourism SWOT

Steering group members, workshop attendees, and those completing the business survey were asked to set out their
thoughts on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for marine tourism on the West Coast. These have been
collated as follows – in no particular order - and are broad ranging.
STRENGTHS
• Highly varied outstanding scenery
• Small businesses offering authentic services
• Variety of coastline
• Not overcrowded
• Unspoilt
• Pristine environment
• Safe and sheltered
• Scottish Access Law
• Wildlife
• Extensive Marine Protected Area designations
• Excellent sailing waters
• Pristine beaches
• Significant geology
• Variety of destinations for different interests
• Underwater scenery

WEAKNESSES
• Weather – very changeable
• Midges
• Public transport – esp local level
• Lack of parking
• Lack of infrastructure – toilets, showers
• Difficult to access investment funding for small
businesses
• Excessive regulations for small businesses
• Capacity issues on Calmac ferries
• Lack of opportunities to hire equipment
• Seasonality
• Short season to run a business
• Lack of communication and integration across
west coast
• Poor fuel supply opportunities
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Variety within a compact area
Variety of boating conditions
Harbour/port towns and villages
Passionate people
Eateries – seafood
Seafaring knowledge
Tradition of travel by sea

OPPORTUNITIES
• 2020 year of Coasts and Water
• Scottish Access Law
• Collaboration
• Island hopping
• Build on Viking culture/heritage
• Food and drink – whisky seafood and game
• Marine wildlife watching
• Improved transport links
• Marine protected areas – promote our pristine
environment
• More diving and kayaking
• Slow tourism
• Smaller bespoke cruise ships offering authentic
experiences
• Boat based trails (for foodies, history buffs)
• Shore side cafes
• More marinas/facilities for visiting yachts
• More step ashore/pontoons
• Above and below water scenery
• Link up events and activities
• Chandlery supplies
• Ability to buy local seafood
• Food tourism
• Gaelic culture
• Music
• Eco tourism
• Joint marketing
• Water taxis
• Leisure transport based on the Puffer
• Shore side camping
• Educational opportunities
• Promote the west coast as a single marine
destination(joined up)
• West coast bucket list passport
• No closed season
• Extreme weather activities
• Collaborative themed journeys
• Coastal walking
• West coast skiffs

•
•

Journey times
Lack of step ashore in key locations (eg Clyde
Islands)
• Neglect of LA owned infrastructure
• Reliance on cars
• Lack of promotional activity
• Lack of a joined up marine product
• Standards of food and accommodation
• Public transport integration
• Lack of opportunities to buy local seafood
• Lack of pontoons/dry landing
• Lack of boat storage and haul out facilities
• Lack of collaboration
• Lack of online information for skippers
THREATS
• Fish farms
• Explosion in number of cruise ships without
facilities and infrastructure
• Perception of each area being in competition
• Ability to get staff
• Council and agency lack of awareness of
potential of marine tourism
• Weather / unpredictable weather
• Increased fish farm development
• Brexit - European visitors/staff
• Plastic pollution
• Poor standards from operators
• Ferry capacity
• Failure to protect wildlife and landscapes
• popular hot spots and over tourism
• Illegal fishing and dredging
• Poor transport links
• Lack of finance
• Closure of tourist offices at ports
• Litter and pollution
• Conflict of marine use
• Lack of accommodation to meet demand
• Lack of local authority investment into existing
infrastructure
• Lack of forward planning
• Overcrowding our wild areas
• Major events (eg Scottish Series) lost to other
venues
• Loss of local businesses to multi-national
providers
• Encouraging inexperienced onto the water
• Disjointed approach
• Large cruise ships
• Skills and capacity to welcome visitors
• Lack of cultural attractions
• Existing long term businesses lose out to new
• Impact on existing businesses if new businesses
encouraged to set up in an already
overcrowded marketplace
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•

Invite different marine/water sports
championships to West Coast in 2020

•

Lack of joined up west coast sense of
community

Key highlights from the SWOT analysis

The SWOT analysis generated quite clear consensus that the west coast has some truly outstanding strengths relating
to the quality and diversity of scenery and environment, the incredibly rich maritime cultural heritage at a community
by community level, the outstanding range of food and drink associated with our coasts and water and the
significant variety of experiences available as a consequence.
A clear weakness is that tourism is seasonal on the west coast so the scope for businesses to be profitable is
hampered by the limited time period they can operate within. The words ‘lack of…’ were prolific when commenting
on weaknesses, and largely relating to infrastructure and facilities but also communication at a west coast level and
also marketing and promotion. Awareness of the current marine tourism offer across the region is low not just for
tourists but also for local businesses, most likely because the area is so disparate. This is a consequence of the
geography with numerous islands, peninsulas, fjord-like sea lochs penetrating the mainland and small remote
communities, poorly served by integrated transport links.
From the outside the area has a strong place identity based on its outstanding scenery but it is not cohesive at a
community level as the waterways and water bodies that once were the highways are now seen as barriers to
movement and communications. This in turn highlights the real opportunities this collaboration offers – and threats
that need to be overcome.
2020 in itself is seen as a major opportunity. Having a focus year dedicated to coasts and water is an
unprecedented opportunity to foster a greater sense of collaboration across the West Coast’s waterbodies.
A significant opportunity which has been highlighted relates to the outstanding environmental quality of the west
coast marine environment.
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A map of the Marine Protected Area Network in Scottish Waters illustrates the heavy concentration of designations
in and around the West Coast where nature conservation has been prioritised. Local residents and businesses
recognise the pristine waters, clean air and unique micro climate is what makes their home special. But awareness of
the international significance of the marine and coastal environment is low and is currently only shared with visitors
by a handful of operators and at a few locations along the coast.
Most of the area covered by the Collaboration is covered by Special Area of Conservation (SAC) designations with
further Special Protection Areas and Marine Protection Areas.
The water environment is exceptional and so too is the coastline. Large swathes of the west coast are home to the
remnants of the temperate rain forest which is rarer than its tropical counterpart. It is the reason why so many
stunning coastal gardens have been developed with rare plants and shrubs from other continents. It is also the
reason why we have a lot of wet weather. The opportunity to bring real added value to visitor experiences on the
west coast in 2020 by properly explaining and interpreting this very unique environment above and below the
water has to be one of the biggest opportunities 2020 offers. The level of interpretation is currently very low and
where it does exist is sporadic. With digital technology there is scope to address this is a non-obtrusive way and
also
This highlights how special a coastal environment it is and also how this could be the basis for developing new
products and significantly enhancing visitor experiences in the area through a better understanding of just how
special an environment it is. Marine and other tourists are increasingly seeking authentic local experiences and a
key part of that is better understanding the environment, what makes it so special and its history. Learning from
local people is a big
Perhaps the overarching risk is that the opportunity offered by the focus year in 2020 is not fully grasped and used
as the catalyst to drive transformational change in marine tourism across the west coast allowing a significant
contribution to be made to the aspirations set out in the national strategy ‘Awakening the Giant’, and for marine
tourism to be catalytic in supporting local economy in remote fragile areas. 2020 offers the opportunity to create
a real sense of momentum and growth to then start addressing some of the inherent issues relating to transport,
infrastructure, quality of product and a genuine focus on customer care across the entire region.

5 The Opportunity – Scotland’s Year of Coasts and Water 2020

This scoping has been triggered to a great extent by the announcement in 2017 that 2020 will be the Year of
Coasts and Water in Scotland, with a very strong sense across the West Coast DMOs that this offers significant
potential for them individually and collectively with the various strengths set out above.

New Focus Year Delivery Model

Following the initial announcement, a steering group has been set up and a new approach to the focus years has
been adopted. Based on learnings there will now be a gap between focus years and the new delivery model then
allows 2018 (currently the Year of Young People) to focus on preparation for 2020 and industry engagement, with
2019 being about pre-promotion and using significant industry events – like VS EXPO to promote 2020 to the travel
trade. VS are now actively looking at Growth Fund grants in 2019 to promote what will be delivered in 2020. This
model will also then be applied to 2022 which will be the Year of Storytelling in Scotland. This delivery model has
been welcomed by the industry and agency partners.
The Year of Coasts and Water Steering Group has now met and agreed the terms of reference and the first
meeting of the Working Group took place in October 2018, with the WCMTC invited to take part.

Aim of Year of Coasts and Water 2020
The steering group have defined the overall aim as
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“YCW2020 will sustain and build upon the momentum of preceding themed years to spotlight, celebrate and promote
opportunities to experience and enjoy Scotland’s unrivalled coasts and waters, encouraging responsible engagement and
participation from the people of Scotland and our visitors.”

Scope of the Year
2020 will have four key themes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Our Natural Environment and Wildlife
Our Historic Environment and Cultural Heritage
Activities and Adventure
Food and Drink

These four themes, perhaps unsurprisingly, are all very relevant to the west coast and provide a very strong
framework for presenting the opportunities offered having undertaken the site by site inventory and engaged with
the industry

Five Principles
Five areas of activity have been identified.

1. Promotion
Raise the profile of Scotland nationally and internationally showcasing he diverse visitor offering provided by our
unrivalled Coasts and Water with a coordinated marketing and communications programme promoting responsible
engagement and participation.

2. Celebration
Encourage and develop opportunities for the responsible celebration of our Coasts and Water with a focus on the
tourism and events sector.

3. Participation
Inspire the people of Scotland and our visitors to participate in activity aligned to and developed in response to
YCW2020, with emphasis on attracting new audiences and spreading engagement across the country

4. Collaboration
Encourage collaborative working between the sectors represented by YCW2020 themes and the wider tourism
sector.

5. Industry Engagement
Communicate with a wide range of businesses in tourism and other relevant sectors to help them recognise the
opportunities presented by YCW2020 and capitalise on these opportunities.
These five principles are warmly welcomed by the WCMTC, notably in relation to the focus on responsible
enjoyment and environmental sustainability. Events and festivals are a core part of what we currently offer and by
drawing these together to better promote to visitors and engage more businesses our plans will align well with the
focus years principles. Our inventory has highlighted the significant number of opportunities for visitors to participate
in marine activities and that there is real scope to develop trails of discovery under different themes which will link
experiences and spread engagement. Collaboration is at the heart of the WCMTC and our aspiration directly
mirrors the focus year’s fifth principle on industry engagement.

6 CAPITEN – Atlantic Arc and WCMTC

UHI’s Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research in Fortwilliam are a key partner in an EU Interreg programme
considering marine tourism on the Atlantic Arc.
Several partners countries are engaged including Portugal, Spain, France, Ireland, Northern Ireland south) and
Scotland.
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Each partner has taken the lead on a specific initiative and all are required to deliver certain activity within their
country. UHI have aligned their activity directly with the WCMTC with the aspirations being directly correlated and
timing aligned.
The specific project UHI are leading on is the Port/Marine Tourism Information Points. Working closely with WCMTC
the inventory that was rolled out on the west coast has also been adopted by CAPITEN and used in the partner
countries to review their hubs. Of note this exercise has demonstrated that the west coast of Scotland consists of
several small community based and remote hubs with only a handful of large marinas with extensive facilities, multi
lingual staff, etc. Whereas most other countries only have large marinas and very limited step ashore facilities in
rural communities. The West Coast offer is therefore in many ways unique on an Atlantic Coast level.
Having conducted the inventory on the west coast, there is an obligation for UHI to develop ‘information points’. The
goal is for marinas/marine tourism points to act as tourism information points, catering for both sailors and the
general public, to promote the cultural and natural assets of the region and to attract greater visitor numbers to the
Atlantic Area. The information points and staff (or SMEs/DMOs/local stakeholders), will use a digital communication
toolkit, developed to advise sailors on local and regional services and the general public about local water sports
activities and other related services. Staff, SMEs, DMOs, local stakeholders operating around these marine tourism
points will also promote other Atlantic ports of call to create a virtual chain of Atlantic destinations through a
common visual identity and in the Atlantic Area. Uisge has been identified in Scotland as a way to achieve the
objectives of CAPITEN’s ‘port information points’ which should be delivered through a digital toolkit/app/social
media.
In terms of project delivery each Capiten partner has an obligation and funding to deliver an event during the
programme. Given the 2020 announcement UHI is seeking to deliver theirs in 2020 and to tie this in directly with
the WCMTC activity. They are also required to develop a product and current thinking is to build on Scottish
Wildlife Trust’s initial North West Coast Snorkel Trail and more recent work on Harris alongside research progressed
by a final year student at UHI’s School of Adventure Studies to develop the West Coast Snorkel Trail. UHI is also
considering developing and/or promoting specific marine Slow Adventure® experiences in the WCMTC area in
partnership with the destinations. The fourth area of activity is Cabotage – which are sailing routes. This could
readily tie in with some of the themed trail ideas and also cruise in company possibilities.
Fundamentally the Capiten initiative has funding for project activity which aligns very well with the WCMTC activity
and 2020 focus year timing. By working closely together during the scoping stage every attempt has been made to
align the possibilities offered by each.

7 The Data Lab June 2018

HIE through connections with the Data Lab suggested that an ideal DataLab project would be to explore how the
data collated from the inventory could be utilised to best effect. A marine tourism challenge was agreed with Snook
who were facilitating the 2018 Data Lab.
The Data Lab took place in June 2018 and three of xxx groups signed up for the Marine Tourism Challenge. The
results were insightful. None of the groups opted to use the data collected, as originally anticipated, but focused on
how this data could enhance the user experience. Two of the three teams – who worked on the project over five
days – homed in on a data warehouse approach and how by drawing various data sets together there is very real
scope to make the west coast marine tourism experience accessible, and timely. The focus in both cases was on
water sports – surfing, kayaking, snorkelling – and on equipment hire and ‘perfect conditions’. One group took a
very strong focus on the user and operator and how data could make a huge difference for both. Many rural
operators are ‘local hero’s’ with more than one job/business. Being able to predict likely marine tourists bookings
and to manage kit and equipment availability is key to profitability and allows attention to focus on the optimum
times for different activity. Could a single digital solution help both the visitor and business operator use the same
data for different purposes?
The ‘wild card’ third group homed in on the environmental issues associated with coastal and marine tourism and
devised a digital solution for marine litter. Perhaps a little off beam the idea was very well received. Visitors scan
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a code at a hub location and download a bio-degradable bag to collect marine litter. When full they then take the
bag to a tourism provider to take the litter and recycle etc and in exchange get a discount off a pint of beer, a
meal in exchange for caring for our environment. Although ‘not to brief’ this proposal was warmly received and
WCMTC felt there could be something very exciting behind this concept given its direct alignment with our own
ethos and recent social media campaigns on single use plastics.

8 The Market Opportunity

This scoping initiative has focused on the supply side of the equation – what do we have and what more could we
offer through collaboration, and how to use the 2020 focus year to really up our game and deliver local economic
impacts. Clearly demand is critical to the success of any proposal.
To a great extent each of the DMOs engaged in this collaboration recognise that marine tourism is a sleeping giant
and that it has significant scope to bring added value to existing activity. The opportunities for visitors to have
authentic experiences already exist but these have in general been presented as stand-alone experiences with only
limited examples of collaboration between operators and attractions and across the sectors – for example food,
drink, arts and culture experiences linked to our heritage attractions and adventure and wildlife experiences.
Market insights have clearly demonstrated that visitors are seeking authentic experiences and to integrate different
experiences across the west coast has significant potential. Also, recent insights have demonstrated that although a
visitor may be attracted by one destination they now typically visit an average of three as part of any trip, taking
advantage of proximity and possibly a personal interest whether that be food and drink, culture, music, wildlife or
an activity like cycling, kayaking, SUP-ing or photography. So, by using the inventory findings to create trails and
itineraries for specific interests there is scope to draw visitors further across the west coast and enrich the visitor
experience.
In line with previous focus years, the aim of 2020 is to encourage Scots people to participate as well as visitors. This
is an important consideration as the west coast visitor profile has a high percentage of domestic visitors – in Argyll
and the Isles as high as 86% and on the Outer Hebrides 82%.

Visitor insights

Various research has been done and insights are available from key partners including Visit Scotland. The 2015-16
visitor survey conducted across Scotland has some useful insights in terms of numbers and origins of visitors and total
visitor spend. These results are now 3 years old and anecdotal feedback from the industry suggests the percentage
of overseas visitors has increased, most likely linked to Brexit and the value of the pound. A summary is set out here.
Unfortunately, the geographic areas do not represent the area covered by the WCMTC with only the Outer
Hebrides and Argyll & The Isles being fully represented. Ayrshire and Arran and The Highlands of Scotland cover
significantly larger areas so the region wide stats are perhaps of limited value for this scoping initiative. However,
what is clear is that at the time of this research more than 75% of visitors were domestic across the area and in each
of the four areas the key attraction for visitors was the scenery and landscape. This is the case for many areas of
Scotland but when we compare the percentage at a national level, the percentage drops to 50%. The scenery and
landscape are therefore a key driver for visits to the west coast.
The percentage of domestic visitors is also relevant as there is ready scope to use the focus year to make our
domestic market much more aware of the actual experiences over and above sight-seeing we have on offer and to
focus energy on devising trails and itineraries that draw these visitors through the area and provide experiences
that match their interests by land and sea. In three of the area’s history and culture are listed as the third attraction
and the detailed inventory has clearly demonstrated that we have considerable heritage attractions in close
proximity to our hub locations allowing us to develop strong coast and water products and experiences that will
appeal to our existing market.
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SCOTLAND
VISITOR SURVEY
2015-16

Overnight
visits

%
Domestic

%
Overseas

Total
Visitor
Spend

Major attraction

Ayrshire & Arran

666,000

89%

11%

£171m

1. Scenery and landscape (68%)
2. To get away from it all (36%)
3. Holidayed before and returning
(34%)

Argyll & The Isles

2,012,000

86%

14%

£495m

1. Scenery & Landscape (84%)
2. To get away from it all (48%)
3. History & Culture (45%)

The Highlands of
Scotland (incl Wester

2,259,000

78%

22%

£706m

Ross, Lochaber, Skye &
Raasay)

Outer Hebrides

(*
data from 2017 survey)

MEGATRENDS FOR SCOTTISH
218,590*

82%*

18%*

£65m*

Establishing the Core Megatrends for Scottish Tourism

Future Trends

1. Scenery & Landscape (87%)
2. Always wanted to (58%)
3. History & Culture (55%)
TOURISM
1. Scenery & Landscape (87%)
2. Always wanted to (59%)
3. History & Culture (54%)

Based on ongoing research and analysis into the future of travel, Euromonitor International
firstly conducted an extensive review with the heads of research for the syndicated Passport
Travel global database as well as consultations with in-house experts in Insights and
Innovation. This process was used to establish an initial long list of megatrends in tourism to
also 2025.
been done in the last 12 months as part of the strategy work to refresh

Excellent work has
Tourism Scotland
2020. Consideration has
been
given
to
megatrends
and
it
is
clear
that
we
are
in
a
period
of
significant
flux in
Taking into consideration Scotland’s current tourism infrastructure and the industry’s
potential
and
challenges,
a
roundtable
discussion
with
senior
Scottish
tourism
leaders
tourism with all the changes associated with digital technology, and the sharing economy revolutionising much of the
pinpointed the most pertinent megatrends from the long list. This phase also involved a
customer journey.
presentation to the Tourism Leadership Group responsible for shaping and reviewing

national tourism strategy and additional written feedback was received from key
Euromonitor megatrendsScotland’s
for Scottish
Tourism, 2018:
partners.

Experience
More
Living/Dining +
Beyond Boutique +
New Nature
Cocoons

The
Evolving
Traveller
The Emerging
Middle Classes +
Business Travel
Hacked

Sustainability,
Technology and
Connectivity
underpin all
trends

Technology
to
Stimulate
Smart
Destinations

Limitless
Discoveries
Joined Up Cities +
Seamless
Connections

3
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Visitors are seeking authentic experiences and to meet and interact with locals. Visitors are increasingly combining
destinations in short breaks and are using technology as a core part of a gravel experience throughout the customer
journey. These insights and the trend analysis are very timely in informing this scoping initiative.

9 Product Development Opportunities

Having undertaken this comprehensive inventory of all the hubs across the west coast and engaged with the business
community a significant number of opportunities have been identified to improve and grow our marine tourism
products and experiences. These are scoped out below in no specific order. The opportunity is significant and while
some require serious levels of funding and partnership support others will rely more on collaboration and an
entrepreneurial spirit.

MARINE AND COASTAL INTERPRETATION
The quality of environment on the west coast is exceptional with incredible coastal landscapes, pristine waters and
many rare mammals and birds to be spotted. The rare temperate rain forest survives on the west coast – rarer than
the tropical rainforests. Of particular note there are a number of very important species of flora and fauna, and
there are habitats beneath the water which are unique in Scotland and of European significance. At present there is
very little interpretation available and only a limited numbers of business operators who embed this as a core part
of their experience.
The west coast is unrivalled in its below water and coastal environmental credentials. There is a massive story to be
told to an audience desperate to hear it!
The recently announced Culture and Natural Heritage fund is an ideal basis for progressing a 2020 ready
interpretation initiative aimed at

SEAFOOD TRAIL
There has been a very successful Seafood Trail initiative on the west coast which has recently dwindled with key
players no longer driving the initiative. But there are new players keen to pick up the reins. Food (and drink)
tourism are growing markets and the national Food Tourism Strategy has recently been launched providing a
strategic context for this type of initiative. The inventory has identified 100 hubs give access to a seafood
experience, offering considerable scope for the trail to not just be reinvigorated but completely repurposed with
marine travel being a core part of the overall experience, and strong links to the seafood suppliers.

THE WHISKY COAST
The west coast is one of Scotland’s distinct whisky regions and with the number of distilleries growing over recent
years there is ready scope to consider a pan west coast whisky product/experience and also for more local
collaborations to be developed. Work has been progressed in the past on The Whisky Coast and Calmac did
develop a Whisky Pass product launched in 2015 encouraging people to travel and experience the many distilleries
on the islands and mainland. However, these have lost momentum and 2020 offers the ideal catalyst to reinvigorate
the Whisky Coast. As well as the hopscotch idea, with the recent drink drive regulations being tightened providing
transport based (eg boat-based) fully inclusive experiences at 2-3 distilleries linked to key tourism towns and
hotspots has big potential - with bespoke packages aimed at the visiting cruise markets with set time windows. For
example, there are four distilleries around the Sound of Mull (and two cruise ships ports) – Oban Distillery,
Tobermory Distillery, Drimnin Distillery and Ardnamurchan Distillery. Providing a water based distillery experience
linking these experiences with unique activity at each distillery could be lucrative for all involved.

THE GIN COAST
In the last decade Scotland has experienced an amazing growth in botanical gin distilleries across the country and
nowhere more so than the west coast. Harris Gin in Tarbert has to a great extent trail blazed the gin experience,
with the product having very high provenance credentials using local botanicals including sea kelp. The distillery
which was built to distil a new whisky on the island provides tours and has become a key visitor attraction. There
are several distilleries now across the west coast and on many of the islands, and many using local foraged
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botanicals and one in Kintyre being completely green with the distillery run on hydro power and the water drawn
from the adjacent burn. They each have a tale to tell.

CRAFT BEER AND ALE TRAIL
The number of breweries is also growing and many of these are located in remote areas and on the islands creating
opportunities for visitor experiences and also trails linking the breweries and experiences together, and also reasons
to travel. Similar to the whisky idea, boat trip experiences that connect with brewery visits and back to
accommodation base have potential for development. This could readily link to retail opportunities to sell packs
with a Taste of the West Coast incorporating 4-6 different beers and ales and further raising awareness of the
concentration of craft brewers producing quality local products.

CASTLES/HERITAGE TRAIL
Unsurprisingly many of the west coast medieval castles are located on promontories and are readily accessible from
the sea. These are picturesque and a photographer's dream with the west coast light and skies changing by the
minute. Many of these like Castle Stalker, Eilean Donan, Kisimul Castle and Dunvegan are on popular itineraries by
land but there could be scope to further develop water based excursions connecting castles with wildlife spotting
and distillery visits.
A Jacobite Trail has been created in 2017 during the Year of History, Heritage and Archaeology which is primarily
land based and not reaching across to the West Coast to any great extent. The Jacobite story and Bonnie Prince
Charlie is very relevant to the west coast with many very important sites along the coast line and inland lochs such as
Loch Shiel. The tales of travel by boat are captivating. The scope to develop a water based trail linking all these
sites and linked to the existing Bonnie Prince Charlie trail on the Outer Hebrides is significant. It is a very important
romantic part of our west coast heritage and there are other heritage options around the Vikings – who also used
our seaways as the highways and had an impact all the way from the north of Scotland and the Outer Hebrides
down the west coast and across to Loch Lomond where their long boats were dragged across the narrow piece of
land between Arrochar and Tarbet allowing them to plunder Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven. The stories to be
told are significant and inextricably linked to our unique coastal environment – and not necessarily that well known.

LOCAL HERITAGE CENTRES – OUR MARITIME HERITAGE
120 of the hubs give access to castles and heritage attractions. An important feature of rural Scotland and our
islands is that each typically has a heritage centre and active heritage group keen to keep their heritage alive.
Individually these are significant but when you add up the number of heritage centres across the west coast – for
example there are 22 in Argyll alone – and consider each of them using 2019 to curate a new display telling their
individual maritime heritage stories the awareness of what the area has witnessed over the centuries would be
amazing added value to any visitor’s experience of the west coast in 2020 with a significant lasting legacy. The
stories cover different eras like the WWII bouncing bombs tested in Loch Striven and the gun powder factories at
Kames to the herring heritage of Ardrishaig and Loch Fyne, Easdale island and the slate quarries which rooved the
world, the ship wrecks in the sound of Mull, the mysteries of the Flannan Isles and the lost lighthouse keepers and the
guga hunters on Lewis…

ARTS & CRAFTS / LOCAL PROVENANCE
There are an increasing number of artists and producers being set up across Scotland and particularly on the west
coast with outlets and galleries open to visitors. There are open studio events which take place which could be
sequenced in 2020 to allow visitors to attend plan trips to a number of different areas.
Local DMOs could work with local galleries across their area on a coasts and water themed exhibition programme
throughout 2020 celebrating art that has been inspired by the local coastal landscapes, seascapes and wildlife.
There could be a programme of touring exhibitions where artwork is sourced from each area of the west coast and
exhibited throughout the area.

ACTIVITY TRAILS
The west coast already hosts three unique trails in Scotland which have significant potential for further development.
The Snorkel Trail was introduced by Scottish Woodlands Trust in the Wester Ross area and a new trail is being
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introduced on Harris. The Argyll Sea kayak Trail – a 150km route connecting Ganavan just north of Oban down
and through the Crinan Canal, along Loch Fyne and the Kyles of Bute to Helensburgh – was the first to be introduced
in Scotland and has scope to both be extended on Loch Linnhe and the Sound of Mull to Loch Sunart as well as
around different islands and peninsulas.
In 2018 work has started on the Hebridean Whale Trail which is seeking to identify a number of sites where whale
spotting is possible and also where the cultural heritage of whaling can be told. This project will conclude in 2019
and has significant scope to be an integral part of a WCMTC marketing campaign to raise awareness of the trail
and other product development collaborations

REGATTAS AND MEETS
There are numerous community regatta and skiff rowing events that take place at a local level and usually linked
to/organised by local clubs. Meet events also take places where clubs from elsewhere come to the West Coast for
club events or to meet with other clubs. A good example are coastal rowing clubs. There could be scope in 2020 to
encourage local clubs across the west coast to set a calendar of meets and also to invite each other to their annual
regattas. There could be a calendar of skiff events where each club hosts a weekend throughout the main season
and others travel. Or possibly to have an inaugural west coast skiff event in a central location where all clubs are
invited to participate with friendly races and a programme of social events (BBQ/ceilidh).

WEST COAST CHALLENGE EVENTS
There are a number of challenge events that take place across the west coast and islands which could be grouped in
2020 and participants taking part being eligible to aggregate times etc and win an overarching medal. This could
be three sportive events, ultra-marathons, triathlons. Or consider grouping some of the endurance events like the
Heb Challenge, Paps Fell Race etc.

FILM & TV MAPS/TRAILS
The west coast has been the setting for numerous films and TV productions which have captured the public’s
imagination over decades and for many can be a reason to travel. Outlander is a classic example. There are other
films that profile the west coast in very good light including the original Ealing Cinema Whisky Galore and the more
recent release, Ring of Bright Water, 007 and independent films like Restless Natives and the soon to be released
Then Came You. TV programmes like Balamory and Katie Morag have prompted travel for families. These film
locations could be aggregated into a single or themed West Coast working closely with VS to produce something
similar to their Highlands and Skye map - http://static.visitscotland.com/pdf/highlands-movie-map.pdf .

WILD LIFE AND NATURE TRAILS
Wildlife spotting products have been developed across the west coast with boat trips available in multiple
locations. The Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust is currently developing the Whale Trail which is focusing on good
places on the land where you can spot whales and also better understand the cultural history associated with
whaling which is an important part of our west coast heritage. This will be up and running for 2019 allowing it to
be heavily promoted for 2020.
Existing wildlife and nature trails could readily be collated into a single interactive map and guides made available
online making it very easy for visitors with an interest in wildlife to know what is available where across the west
coast and to help them plan itineraries.
Another category could be to develop Slow Adventure® Experiences (or a trail of experiences?) which would
involve working with Slow Adventure® in Scotland to develop these with WCMTC DMOs, communities and
SMEs/micro-businesses

SUNSET TRAIL
West Coast sunsets are legendary due to the unique combination of the sun setting over water with incredible
reflections and the big skies. No two sunsets are the same. A fun and simple initiative would be for each DMO to
highlight its top locations to capture an epic sunset (which have good parking and other facilities) to create a map
that could feature cafes, pubs and restaurants as well as beaches and viewpoints.
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BUCKET LIST EXPERIENCES FOR 2020
A guide could be created which sets out all the West Coast things to do before you die/during 2020 the Year of
Coasts and Water. This could include places to visit – St Kilda, Fingal’s Cave, Corryvreckan Whirlpool - experiences
– row a skiff, snorkel with seals, tall ship sailing, take a trip doon the watter on the Waverley – and activities –
cycle the Hebridean Way, wild swim in a West Coast Loch…
This could be a simple online guide or be developed as a publication.

LIGHTHOUSE TRAIL
Create a map for the west coast with all the lighthouses that are accessible by foot encouraging visitors to explore
and understand the unique history of each lighthouse

The ideas set out above are simply that – ideas. Consideration now needs to be given to priorities and action plans
setting out how they can be realised and moved forward - and the actions need to be owned and owners need to
be identified to support or lead the actions.

10 Products and Experiences for 2020 The Year of Coasts and Water

Having undertaken the audit and inventory and engaging with business interests a primary conclusion from this
scoping initiative is that the scale of opportunity to grow the impact of marine tourism on our local economies is
considerable and the opportunity extends across the full geography considered in this scoping exercise.
Homing in on what could readily be developed in readiness for Scotland’s Year of Coasts and Water in 2020, the
steering group have considered various possibilities and homed in on the following as the basis for celebrating the
focus year.
The ideas are set out below with working titles purely to spark the imagination and focus collaborative minds. For
each proposal we have set out possible partners and next steps.
The overarching proposal is Uisge 2020, a campaign based programme for the full year capturing and celebrating
what we already have and acting as a catalyst for new activity which will be a legacy.

a) ‘Uisge 2020’ Campaign and ‘Uisge’ Programme of Events and Activities

Uisge 2020 is a proposal for a strategic campaign to raise awareness of the outstanding coast and waters on the
west coast and the wealth of experiences on offer. To support the campaign additional activity is proposed to unite
and promote the significant number of activities, events and festivals that take place across the West Coast but in a
structured and compelling way which relates to our water, coast and marine way of life.
The Uisge 2020 campaign will promote the water based trails that currently exist including the Snorkel Trail in
Wester Ross and on Harris, the Argyll Sea Kayak Trail and the Whale Trail currently being developed by the
Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust.
Through CRTR UHI and the CAPITEN initiative there is interest in developing the snorkel trail further based on recent
research, and in readiness for 2020. CRTR is also currently working with other UHI research departments to develop
a digital experience that will further enhance visitors’ access to submerged cultural heritage and natural assets. This
prototype could be adopted by other destinations and organisations on the west coast, and further afield along the
Atlantic Arc.
UHI WHC and the Capiten initiative there is interest in developing the snorkel trail further based on recent research,
and in readiness for 2020. It is also hoped that the Seafood Trail and Whisky Coast initiatives can be resurrected
and form part of the Uisge2020 campaign.
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The events could be presented as an UisgeFEST programme and be based on several water-based themes linked to
the inventory findings;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sailing and water based,
food and drink based,
music based
sport based
heritage based
nature based
arts/culture based

Uisge2020 will work hand in glove with the guidance provided via the YCW steering and working groups and be
the primary catalyst for existing west coast events to focus their programme for 2020 on a ‘coast and water’ theme
with a west coast twist. It will also be the catalyst for new events to be piloted and scoped out in 2019 and
delivered in 2020 (ideally with a legacy beyond) and also linked to the trails that exist. Each event will be
promoted as part of the overall Uisge2020 programme subject to meeting certain, yet to be agreed, criteria and
will be promoted as part of specific Uisge2020 itineraries that will connect similar experiences, celebrate a
particular area and also link different DMO areas across the water that unites them. Developing an online calendar
for everyone to use to help programme their activities will be essential, plus a toolkit on the key west coast themes
and how to align your event within Uisge2020 will be provided which will fully integrate with VS’s focus year
guidelines.
The key to Uisge2020 will be celebrating what makes the West Coast so unique as a maritime destination and will
embrace coastal and water based experiences and activities, our fascinating maritime culture and heritage, our
incredible produce from our coasts and, our inspiration to artists and musicians, our setting for sailing, kayaking and
our outstanding maritime wildlife. Language will be at the heart of this and ie in directly with the recently launched
Gaelic Tourism Strategy.
Capacity building will be at the heart of Uisge 2020 allowing existing and new products, events and festivals to
benefit from shared resources and strategic marketing.
The plan would be work directly with the travel trade to ensure they are keenly aware of the programme and to
ideally do this in time for VS EXPO2019 to ensure this calendar has maximum opportunity to influence their tour
planning for 2020. There is scope to set up a strategic initiative with SDMA and its members that currently operate
in this part of Scotland.

Making it happen
VS Growth Fund is likely to be a key resource subject to the partner DMOs jointly allocating £20k (so c£1-3k
depending on size and scale of operation) and a match of £20k minimum being secured from the council’s (Highland
Council, Western Isles Council, Argyll & Bute Council and North Ayrshire Council). As travel on the west coast is by
train, plane, ferry and coach it is hoped that key transport partners will engage directly in Uisge 2020. A minimum
budget of £80k is therefore envisaged but could be substantially bigger.
Growth Fund does not fund activity that markets and promotes specific events and festivals so the focus of the
campaign will be on the activities and experiences on offer and will tie in events and festivals as a reason to travel
to different destinations at a specific time. It will also focus on the shoulder and out of season events which
encourage visitors to travel when there is capacity.
WCMTC’s partner UHI WHC has funding through CAPITEN for an event and has planned this to be in 2020 directly
linked to Uisge 2020 and the WCMTC activity. It is early days but the intention is to make this a signature event for
the overall Uisge2020 initiative and it will engage CAPITEN’s Atlantic Arc partners. This is further explored below.
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b) ‘Beneath the Waves’ Natural Heritage Interpretation and Visitor Experiences

Beneath the Waves is an Interpretation initiative aimed at completely opening the visitors’ (and locals’) minds to
what goes on under the waves and why the west coast of Scotland is so significant from an environmental
perspective. The entire area has a whole series of national and international designations but because this is not
visible, very little is known and valued by visitors or understood by locals. The inventory has demonstrated that there
are 280 hubs that have been assessed across the West Coast and only 16 of these (less than 5%) have
interpretation available for visitors which better explains and raises awareness about our pristine maritime
environment and why it is so special – and needs protected. Many of the wildlife and boat trip operators do share
insights as part of their experiences but these are relatively isolated and don’t tell the full west coast story. A
strategic initiative to properly explain and bring this incredible story to life could be transformational.
The mammals and fish life that swim beneath the waves have incredible stories to tell. Some, like the basking sharks,
migrate to and from the area on a seasonal basis – but why do they do this? There are yellow fin tuna – the dream
of any big game fisherman - in the waters off the Outer Hebrides. We are renowned for our amazing shellfish
served up along the coastline yet how many people know where they grow and appreciate that aquaculture is a
massive industry – but why are the west coast waters such a good resource for this – and when is enough, enough?
The story of our fishing industry has a chapter to be told beneath the waves, understanding why different fish are
found in different locations and also properly understanding why no take zones have been designated to help our
sea beds regenerate after over-zealous fishing practices. The no take zone around the Holy Isle on Arran has a
phenomenal story to tell. Recent attention is being focused on our underwater fauna with seaweed being seen as a
very important resource for the future – what makes it so special and why are we only now recognising its value?
There are also natural phenomenon beneath the waves like the Corryvreckan whirlpool north of Jura and the Grey
Dogs sea-fall – what causes these to happen? Shipwrecks lie beneath the waves telling important chapters in the
history of the west coast. An important location is the sound of Mull where many ships went down including boats
dating back to the Spanish Armada. There are also warships that have sunk around the coast with famous examples
near Islay and Lewis where the communities each played a huge part in rescue operations. A ‘beneath the waves’
tale only now being told in Helensburgh is the story of the submarine – an emotive subject but part of our west coast
heritage. The stories to tell are both natural and cultural.
An Under the Lochs project is currently being scoped out in the Lochaber area. CRTR is currently working with other
UHI research departments to develop ‘Under the Lochs’ – a digital experience that will further enhance visitors’
access to submerged cultural heritage and natural assets. This prototype could be adopted by other destinations
and organisations on the west coast, and further afield along the Atlantic Arc.

Making it happen

A key partner could be the recently announced Natural and Cultural Heritage Fund being managed by SNH. This
fund is seeking 10 large projects each securing a minimum of £250k for a project worth at least £360k. The fund
opens in January 2019 and closes in April 2019.
The timing is incredibly tight but given this theme has so little interpretation at present and it would be strategic if
adopted at a pan west coast level, it could readily be one of the ten initiatives especially with 2020 on the horizon.
With the right partnership there could be a significant project which is primarily digital and app based which allows
the visitor to marvel at what is under the waves and encourage people to actively engage in snorkelling, scuba
diving and glass bottomed boat trips.
A key partner could be Calmac with the outputs of this project being a GPS linked app that anyone can download
and with screens on the ferries that reveal what lies beneath the boats. This can couple with their current initiative
where rangers are on board to interpret what people can see from the ferries. As the fund requires the applicant to
cash roll the project it could be Calmac would be a good lead partner working with SNH, UHI/SAMS and the DMOs
WCMTC partners.
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c) The Coast that Shaped Us – Cultural Heritage Interpretation and Visitor
Experiences

A key characteristic of the west coast and its remote rural communities is that virtually every island and key
community on the mainland has its own heritage centre or museum and a local group of volunteers that work hard to
preserve local traditions and artefacts. Of significance is maritime heritage is key to all these communities, and the
different maritime stories each area can tell go back over the centuries – stories that have shaped them into the
communities they are today.
The proposal is to encourage and work with each of these groups and organisations over 2019 to stage a specific
maritime based exhibition with related activity for 2020 which would have significant added value impact on the
visitor experience and really help raise awareness of how the west coast has evolved over the centuries. The centres
can act as hubs for local trails of discovery and itineraries that lead visitors to key sites that bring the past to life –
the old whaling stations, the lighthouses and the old piers that allowed the puffers to deliver the coal and supplies
from the central belt and take the island produce back to the city, and drove roads and slipways then allowed
cattle to be driven between islands and the mainland markets. Up until the last century the West Coast waters
were our highways and arguably our communities were less isolated than they are today.
Some stories are very local and unique, like the tale of the lighthouse men on the Flannan Isles, and the abandoned
villages on St Kilda and Mingulay, the bouncing bombs of WWII being tested on Loch Striven and the heyday of
herring fishing on Loch Fyne. The stories are endless and prolific - and the WCMTC steering group unanimously felt a
cultural heritage initiative which allows each DMO and its local heritage centres to participate was a very
worthwhile initiative for 2020. As 2022 has also been announced as Scotland’s Year of Storytelling there could be
a significant legacy in this investment.
There are also key heritage themes which serve to unite the west coast and could be developed as themed trails that
link those heritage centres and attractions that tell the tale. An obvious one is our Gaelic culture and way of life on
land and water, as well as our place names. There is the influence of the Vikings who travelled by water as they
spread their influence from Orkney and Shetland all the way down the west coast to the Isle of Mann and plundered
Dumbarton from behind by carrying their long boats between Arrochar and Tarbet to sail down Loch Lomond.
Fishing is at the heart of our maritime heritage and the history of boat building in different locations tells the tale of
different skiffs and traditional fishing boats built to suit local conditions. There are numerous lighthouses across the
west coast and all now automated but together they tell a remarkable story how these structures were built and
their vital role in keeping boats safe. Mull of Kintyre, Ardnamurchan Point, Port of Ness on Stornoway, Neist Point
Lighthouse on Skye and Hynish on Tiree are five locations where this story comes to life.
Bonnie Prince Charlie is the theme of an award-winning land based Jacobite trail developed for the year of History,
Heritage and Archaeology in 2017. But his relevance and influence on the west coast and our many islands is of
equal significance and could readily be an extension to this already successful trail. Visitors could follow in his
footsteps travelling between the Uists on the Outer Hebrides, Skye and Glenfinnan and Loch Sheil on the mainland.

Making it happen
Museums Galleries Scotland have recently advised that they have resources to help the 400 museums and heritage
centres they represent across Scotland celebrate 2020 and a recommended action is to pursue the possibility of a
strategic approach for the west coast. A strategic partnership could be developed to provide all those museums
and centres that are interested with resources and economies of scale to produce dedicated maritime themed
displays, and then the marketing and promotion of a destination-based trail of for each location which links the
displays with local sites and attractions. The promotion would be part of Uisge 2020.
A forum type event for heritage centres and museums, possibly in 2-3 locations across the west coast could scope out
the appetite and interest in developing this over 2019 in readiness for 2020 and better understanding their ask of
the local DMOs.
HES and NTS were lead partners in The Bonnie Prince Charlie land-based trail and could possibly consider
extending this to cover key sites and attractions they operate and manage on the West Coast and the Islands. A
meeting would be ideal to share the ambition within the WCMTC and seek synergies.
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d) Wild & Wet - Scotland’s Temperate Rain Forest - Interpretation

A key weakness flagged in the SWOT analysis is our weather – which is unpredictable and for many is seen as an
inhibitor which restricts outdoor activity. However, the wet west coast micro climate, fed by the Gulf Stream, is the
primary reason why our scenery is so rich and varied. Our mainland coastline is characterised by lush forests,
woodlands and waterfalls, and the islands benefit from warmer than usual sea temperatures that supports the
amazing seafood we offer. Many islands and coastal communities host gardens with incredible plant life brought
back from the Himalayas and other more exotic locations. The contrast between the lush coastline and the tree-less
islands the further west you travel creates a hugely diverse scenic backdrop to any activity undertaken. It also
makes travel all the more fulfilling where visitors can undertake the same activity in different locations across the
west coast wherein each experience is unique.
This west coast climate also ensures we have dramatic waterfalls and ever changing cloud formations in the skies
giving us some of the most dramatic sun rises and sun sets across the country, and incredible conditions for
photography, and inspiring artists in many different disciplines.

Making it happen

There have been discussions within SNH and other NGOs about developing an initiative which properly explains and
interprets our Temperate Rain Forest and raises awareness that it is now rarer than the Tropical Rain Forests - and is
something to be treasured and celebrated. This is not necessarily a priority for the WCMTC to drive forward but
the Year of Coasts and Water in 2020 would be the ideal platform for raising awareness of this truly unique and
rare habitat which has shaped the outstanding landscapes and scenery of the west coast and which in turn provides
the unique backdrop to our marine tourism offer. A meeting with SNH colleagues in the first instance would
determine what plans they and colleagues have and what role there could be for the WCMTC and individual DMOs
in sharing the key messages and interpreting this for visitors.

e) West Coast Island’s Passport for 2020 – Travel Incentive

HiTrans have announced the concept of an island’s passport to encourage more people to visit Scotland’s islands.
The WCMTC would like to take this a step further to ensure people make meaningful visits that have an impact on
the local economy and aren’t simply tick box visits. This would engage directly with local businesses and attractions
and could work on a points/prize basis where the more operators that stamp your passport in any given location the
bigger prize draw you can enter.
As 2020 is a focus year this passport concept could be a year-long initiative with real incentives to travel across the
area in 2020, but also have a legacy value. It could be wider than the West Coast taking in Orkney and Shetland,
possibly having regional as well as an overarching version. And it could also be extended to include key peninsulas
and places on the mainland. Travel should be at the heart of this initiative and give a sense of that extra mile is
worth it.

Making it happen

HiTrans have kicked off this initiative and an early action would be to approach them to understand their aims and
milestones and propose a joint initiative that directly links the transport and tourism industries under this key
initiative. The passport could be developed as a document that gets stamped and depending on how many stamps
you get the visitor is then eligible for certain prizes which will encourage further visits to the west coast. These could
include travel, accommodation and activity prizes in partnership with Calmac, Scotrail and Loganair plus key DMO
members. It could be app based rather than a printed passport although a printed version could be designed to be
collectable keepsake in 2020 and provide key messages about each destination. There is an example from
Denmark which has been shared with WCMTC which is more of a guidebook passport, with key local information.
And on Bute a passport has been developed by a local artist with activities for children to do. Both are keepsakes
and can derive revenue to cover their own costs.
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f) The West Coast in the Palm of my Hand – Visitor Information

Information is key to any visit to anywhere. The Data Lab initiative during the summer identified the benefits in
taking data sources such as the WCMTC inventory and developing data warehouse type app solutions that would
link various data sets to provide information that would help consumers and business operators to make informed
decisions. Combining weather information with wave forecasts and linked to online availability of equipment hire,
and customer reviews could significantly increase the number of people undertaking water sports like surfing, and
also help business owners know when there is demand and also when their time could be focused on other activity
rather than sitting at base camp waiting for your next customer who may not come on this particular day.
Snorkelling is currently being promoted via the trails on Harris and North West Highlands (with scope for these to be
extended) but is not as yet linked with equipment providers. Many visitors, if the conditions are right, could be quite
spontaneous. By incentivising different local providers to provide snorkelling equipment (wet suits, gloves, helmets
and boots, snorkel and mask plus fins) and also providing important safety information – this app approach could
help businesses provide equipment on an online bookable basis and by being linked to weather and
conditions/demand allow them to be open when conditions are right.

Making this happen

Capiten has funding to develop a ‘marine tourist information point’ initiative and is keen to focus on a digital solution
– and particularly on the data warehouse type solutions. Current thinking is to focus this on water sports with
equipment hire but it could also be relevant to boat trips and allow business providers to manage their resources
and access additional boats and crew when demand is high. There is a sense that there is over provision of boat
operators in key areas, but is it over provision or insufficient awareness of what is on offer and matching supply and
demand online?
Importantly UHI WHC has a project to deliver under the Capiten initiative and are keen that this is integral to the
WCMTC.

g) West Coast // Best Coast – Marine Pollution

Building on the innovative idea presented during the DataLab to encourage visitors to join the fight against marine
pollution, the WCMTC would like to develop an initiative with local accommodation providers and business
operators that has local pride at its heart and encourages visitors to take a bio degradable binbag out on their
days out on the West Coast and in exchange for a bag of collected [plastic] litter they will get a discount on a pint
or their evening meal. It’s a simple concept, has its own logistical and regulatory issues - and has great scope to tie
in with gathering data on visitor movements and motivations if developed as a digital product. This could be a
simple ‘scan the code to get your bag’ which allows WCMTC (or a partner) to gather important data on the
recipient and what they then do.
Marine litter and single use plastics are emotive issues and very current. Beach Cleans already take place in key
locations across the West Coast and are largely community driven. However, with Basking Shark Scotland in 2018
offering visitors the opportunity to come on a remote beach clean on the island of Mull – to beaches that you can
only access by boat and which are littered with non-biodegradable litter from fishing and single use plastics – the
scope to involve visitors becomes apparent. How can we harness local pride, environmental awareness and visitor
action? And can we, as explored at the Data Lab, incorporate digital activity which provides valuable data?

Making it happen
This will need to be set up as a project and with a project officer able to work with businesses interested in
supporting the campaign and close working with the local authorities across the west coast as they are the waste
authorities. Zero Waste Scotland would be an obvious partner with the spot light already shining on marine litter
and single use plastics. It will be critical to ensure business operators aren’t penalised for disposing of beach litter
but are incentivised to encourage their customers to be part of the solution by bringing it back after a great day
out. This could be piloted in 2019 in key locations and rolled out as a campaign in 2020.
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h) The West Coast 500 on the Water - Tourist Route

An early aspiration was to scope out a tourist route which could deliver the successes associated with the NC500 but
for this to be water based and connect our many islands and link in with public transport hubs. This would be
promoted as a slow route – to savour each stop along the way – and given the distances involved to be done in
three to four sections at different times. Calmac offer various hopscotch options and a route could readily be
devised which connects a number of hop scotch itineraries into one pan west coast trail. This would be aimed at car
borne visitors but could work equally well for cyclists and others.
A suggested full route using ferry links (and Skye Bridge) is set out below starting from the Ayrshire Coast and
finishing in Oban with links back to Loch Lomond and the City. It takes in each of the WCMTC partner areas and is
therefore extensive and potentially too unwieldy as a tourist route – or does it help position and differentiate the
west coast island experience?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glasgow to Gourock
Gourock to Dunoon
Cowal to Bute
Bute to Wemyss Bay
Ardrossan to Arran
Arran to Kintyre
Kintyre to Islay
Islay to Oban
Oban to Barra
Barra to Uists
Uists to Harris/Lewis
Lewis to Ullapool
Kyle of Lochalsh to Skye
Skye to Mallaig
Ardnamurchan to Mull
Mull to Oban
Oban to Glasgow

Making it happen
All the ferry routes are operated by Calmac so the route should ideally be developed in partnership with Calmac
and be presented as a branded product with themed itineraries – whisky, golf, heritage, wildlife – and in
partnership with accommodation providers and activity providers. There could be overlaps with the island passport
concept so if both products are progressed it will be important to clearly differentiate them. Calmac will have
insights that will help determine whether the market is hungry for this type of product, where capacity management
is likely to throw up issues in the foreseeable future and also who are likely to be the target market(s) for a tourist
route of this type. The value per visitor will also need to be assessed to determine the local return on investment
and impact of such a trail on the Scottish Islands. Calmac work closely with the DMOs and up and coming DMO Day
would be a vehicle to test out this thinking.

i) The Uisge 2020 Baton Relay

The WCMTC steering group has considered a celebratory event which links the various destinations across the west
coast, and which profiles the numerous water-based sports and activities in stunning west coast settings. A baton
relay is proposed with the focus being on each of the destinations included in the WCMTC organising their own
stage in the relay as a standalone local event as well as a vital link in this pan west coast strategic event.
SMMAATA has begun scoping this out.
The proposal is that each destination will be given a week/weekend in the calendar for their leg and in sequence to
join up adjacent DMOs across he waterbody which unites them. Each destination will define a route within their area
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and then linking from one destination to the next. The baton will be carried along a pre-defined water route
through and between destinations and be carried by local clubs and enthusiasts – for example sailing clubs, wild
swimming clubs, kayak clubs, skiff/coastal rowing clubs, SUP Boarders. The baton will be passed along different
legs of each route and then passed from destination to destination. The baton will be a single artefact which will
travel throughout the west coast and ideally be symbolic. Ideally it will be featured at a local maritime event in
each destination, subject to diary planning. Examples could be The Big Scottish Swim, Scottish Series, West Highland
Week, the St Kilda Challenge. The relay will be filmed and shared on social media and seek to engage local
businesses and build a west coast marine tourism digital community.

Making it happen

Logistics will be at the heart of this initiative and it will require strategic planning and coordination, with the delivery
provided at a destination by destination level. Funding will be required and could be sourced through the
EventScotland 2020 fund which will have two tranches and be launched in November 2018. SMMAATA have
recognised the potential this offers to profile less well known water bodies – in this case Loch Sunart – and also Slow
Adventure providers.
The route between the different destinations could mirror (and consolidate) the route outlined for the West Coast
500 on the Water with the longer legs between destinations being undertaken by sailors and possibly linked to
ferry travel.
Event Scotland and Visit Scotland Growth Fund could support this if the individual DMOs buy into it, and early
discussions can be progressed once the 2020 event fund is announced.

j) TT2020 – The Tarbert to Tarbert Cruise in Company

There is strong interest within the steering group to see a signature event take place which spans across the West
Coast in 2020 which is new, high profile and could have a legacy value. The proposal at this early stage is an
event connecting Tarbert Loch Fyne with Tarbert on Harris – The TT2020. This would be entirely water based and
aimed at sailors and take in some of the most stunning sailing waters on the west coast. This could be a race or
possibly better pitched as a cruise in company in partnership with Sail Scotland and Ocean Sailing Scotland who are
exploring this type of event for 2020. The route would optimise use of the hubs identified within the inventory
which offer readily accessible experiences on their doorstep.

Making it happen

AITC and OHT could be lead partners in this initiative hosting the start and the finish, and work with SailScotland
and others to promote, plan and execute the actual event. Ocean Sailing Scotland have intimated at the first
YCW2020 working group in October that they are keen to progress this type of event so there could be an
immediate partnership opportunity available. This can be scoped out in early course.

k) West Coast Trail Blazing

A Seafood Trail has been in existence for several years on the West Coast but this has gradually lost momentum
and the number of members has dwindled. The lead partner’s premises are now on the market and the timing is right
with 2020 on the horizon to rejuvenate this product. A new Whale Trail is being developed by The Hebridean
Whale and Dolphin Trust for launch in 2019. This is based on location on the land where there are good possibilities
of viewing whales and also learning about the cultural dimensions of whaling. A new Snorkel Trail was developed a
couple of years ago in the North West by SWT and a further trail has been developed by them on Harris. UHI
CRTR and Capiten are considering a further snorkel trail in the Lochaber area. Are there other locations suited to
developing snorkelling trails and how do we better engage local operators to provide snorkelling experiences?
In 2014 A&BC launched the Argyll Sea Kayak Trail connecting Oban with Helensburgh via the Crinan Canal and the
Kyles of Bute. The trail has key stopping points where parking, slipway and other facilities are provided to allow
kayakers to readily get ion and off the water and access local facilities – eateries, B&Bs etc. this route couldbe
extended north into Lochaber and beyond and also have loops added to take in the islands.
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A Whisky Coast initiative was established several years ago but did not gain full momentum. Calmac had a
Whisky Pass product. With the growing number of craft breweries and gin distilleries could this Whisky Coast/Pass
concept be extended/developed to embrace whisky, gin and beer either collectively or indvidually?

Making it happen

HWDT, SWT, A&BC, Calmac have led in the development of these existing trails and could be tasked to further
develop what already exists. However, a key development would be to better engage the industry and for them to
develop these existing trails with new products and offering local experiences. There is scope to also consider
extending their individual geographic reach and also introducing new themed trails in readiness for 2020. A
working group structure will be required and an initial action would be to determine the ability for the existing
partners to consider consolidating and potentially extending their existing products and to specifically explore how
to better engage operators and experience providers. The trails are also suited to Slow Adventure activity and
product development so UHI CRTR could have input.

l) 2020 West Coast Art Exhibition/on Tour

The number of artists opting to settle on the west coast is significant and a conscious decision for many due to the
incredible light and scenery. Individual galleries throughout the region can be tasked by their local DMOs to
specifically stage exhibitions that feature art and artists inspired by local coasts and water in 2020. A further idea
would be to curate touring exhibitions that travel across the west coast and further afield to inspire people to travel,
especially in 2020. A worthwhile initiative would be to encourage more hospitality providers to display local coast
and water inspired artwork in their premises.

Making it happen

Creative Scotland would be a key partner and would not necessarily be led by the DMOs but be seen as a key
means to enrich the visitor experience in 2020. The DMOs could collectively flag up the opportunity across the west
coast to ensure there is an overwhelming sense of collaboration between the numerous galleries and then play a key
role in local promotion. Many hotels and restaurants could host mini exhibitions – many already do but there could
be a specific toolkit devised to help artists and hospitality providers collaborate. This could provide guidance on
setting commission rates, how to display art work, insurance responsibilities etc and be develop throughout 2019 in
readiness for 2020.

m) 2020 West Coast Nautical Flags and Pennants

The proposal is to task each of the maritime communities across the West Coast to create their own nautical pennant
or flag for 2020 which is based on a simple template and then features what makes their area special and unique
from a marine tourism perspective. These flags could then be collected together to create a large wall display, and
also become commercial products in each location. The flags could also then be replicated to create bunting that is
displayed at every Uisge2020 event taking place.

Making it happen
This initiative could be developed with support from Creative Scotland and engaging local artists and designers,
possibly working with local schools. Further thought is required as to the style and format to ensure consistency whilst
also allowing each to be different. This is a sum of the parts initiative and again not necessarily led by the DMOs
but helping each area celebrate what makes it special.

The following proposals relate exclusively to the UHI WHC Capiten project and are included to highlight that there
is funding and some project activity will occur irrespective of whether these are prioritised. The funding is being
offered as match funding for a bigger initiative as outlined above but should this not happen there will be a smaller
scale initiative progressed through the Capiten route which will dovetail with the WCMTC aspirations.
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n) Marine tourism information points

The Capiten Atlantic Arc initiative has project activity relating to marine tourism information points and links directly with
the inventory work undertaken. UHI’s CRTR are taking the lead on this project activity. The hope is this can be directly
integrated with the proposals outlined above relating to the digital information app and also interpretation of what lies
under the waves.

Making this happen

Capiten are keen to work closely with the WCMTC to ensure this funded project activity dovetails with the eventual
priorities following on from this scoping initiative. The Capiten money can be used as match funding. However, should
these not proceed as proposed under the WCMTC scoping, the Capiten project funding will progress these at a smaller
scale.

CAPITEN

The Capiten initiative has funding to deliver four key actions which link directly with the WCMTC ideas and actions
outlined above. Activity will therefore take place under the following four headings via Capiten and there is therefore
considerable scope o use this activity to secure further match funding/partner buy-in.

o) West Coast Cabotage

A Key concept within the overall Capiten Atlantic Arc initiative is the development of ‘Cabotage’ which are sailing routes
that join up experiences and/or are themed. The inventory has proven to be an extremely valuable tool for UHI’s CRTR
to develop their thinking for the West Coast. There is scope for this to tie in with ideas already set out in this scoping
report and for the Capiten initiative to support the development of new routes – or reinvigorate existing trail which have
lost momentum. This could include the Seafood Trail and Whisky Coast initiatives and will be scoped out with the
Capiten Team.

Making this happen

These could sit within the previously outlined initiatives if they are prioritised and funded, but should this not be the case
there is scope for activity to be progressed at a lower level and tighter geography directly through the Capiten project
activity.

p) Lochaber Snorkel Trail

Capiten requires each partner to develop a new marine tourism product. CRTR is working with UHI’s School of
Adventure Studies and Scottish Wildlife Trust to build on SWT’s initial North West Coast Snorkel Trail and more
recent work on Harris. A research project as part of a final year student studying for a BA in Marine and Coastal
Tourism at UHI’s School of Adventure Studies was to develop the West Coast Snorkel Trail. SWT is in discussions with
CRTR to include this new snorkel trail as part of the wider Scottish snorkel trail sites.

Making this happen

Capiten are keen to work closely with the WCMTC to ensure this funded project activity dovetails with the eventual
priorities following on from this scoping initiative. This could sit within the previously outlined initiatives if they are
prioritised and funded, but should this not be the case there is scope for activity to be progressed at a lower level and
tighter geography directly through the Capiten project activity

q) Usige Capiten Event

The Capiten Atlantic Arc initiative requires each partner to deliver an event involving the international partners. UHI
WHC are keen to integrate this within he WCMTC activity and have earmarked a date in 2020 within the overall
Capiten programme for this to take place. It will be interactive. The detail has yet to be scoped out.
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Making this happen

Capiten are keen to work closely with the WCMTC to ensure this event not only ties in with the overall collaborative
activity but also helps showcase at an Atlantic Arc level just how special our West Coast offer is. Early work has shown
that we have a ‘small scale / spread out’ offer compared to some European partners who operate through single large
marina operations at strategic locations.

11 How do we realise this opportunity?

Under each of the campaigns and initiatives listed above suggestions on ‘making it happen’ are set out including
reference to potential funding and delivery partners. Needless to say, not all these ideas and opportunities will
happen in 2020 but as part of this scoping phase the emphasis is on exploring the art of the possible and now
seeking direct feedback on what is of interest to which WCMTC partners to then home in on priorities for action.
To aid this process the table below sets out each idea and potential partners and funders, and the WCMTC DMO
are now invited to review and comment to help build a sense of where the real opportunities lie.
REF

WORKING TITLE

CONCEPT

POTENTIAL DELIVERY PARTNERS

A

Uisge 2020

Year-long pan west coast
promotional Campaign

DMOs, Councils, VS Growth Fund,
Capiten

B

Beneath the Waves

Maritime Heritage

SNH NCHF, Calmac, Capiten

C

The Coast that Shaped Us

Cultural Heritage

Museums Galleries Scotland, HES, NTS

D

Wild & Wet

Natural Heritage

SNH, Scottish Wildlife Trust, RSPB

E

West Coast Island’s Passport

Travel Incentive

Hitrans, Calmac, Scotrail, Loganair

F

West Coast in the Palm of my
Hand

Visitor Information App

Ports and Providers, Capiten

G

West Coast // Best Coast

Marine Litter and Plastics

Zero Waste Scotland, DMOs

H

TT2020 - The West Coast
500 on the water

Tourist Route development

Calmac, DMOs

I

The Uisge 2020 Baton Relay

Celebratory and
Awareness Raising Event

DMOs, Event Scotland, Capiten

J

TT2020 Tarbert to Tarbert
Cruise

Signature Event

SailScotland, Ocean Sailing Scotland,
Cruise operators

K

West Coast Trail Blazing

Trail Development

SWT, HWDT, Seafood Trail, Calmac,
DMOs, Capiten

L

2020 A Celebration of West
Coast Art and Artists

Exhibitions (local and
national)

Creative Scotland, Craft Scotland, local
artist and galleries

M

2020 West Coast Nautical
Flags and Pennants

Place making

Creative Scotland, community groups,
local artists

N

Marine Tourism information
Points (F)

Digital information
provision

Capiten
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O

West Coast Cabotage (H/J)

New (re-launched) sailing
routes

Capiten

P

West Coast Snorkel Trail (K)

Trail development

Capiten

Q

Uisge Event with Atlantic Arc
Partners (I)

Event

Capiten

12 Marine Tourism Zones for Collaboration

Taking the Swedish model where their energy is focused on the water bodies which connect the land based
communities and attractions the west coast has been broken down into seven marine tourism zones. These zones with
the exception of zone 1, draw in more than one DMO partner and form the basis for new and exciting
collaborations in readiness for 2020. Trails, itineraries and other products should be developed for each of these
zones to encourage greater movement of visitors within - which can then link to wider pan west coast products and
campaigns. A key consideration is that each of these zones or waterbodies are different and therefore offer a
different type of experience allowing us to package products in different ways to appeal to different audiences.
A key consideration has been understanding the historic importance of seafaring on the west coast where much
travel took place by water and, indeed, many mainland peninsulas as well as island communities were only
accessible by sea. Examples include Applecross in Wester Ross.

A further consideration looking to the future for the WCMTC is the basis on which they can continue to work and
develop the ideas that have been scoped out. Clearly the West Coast is a well-known destination for sailing and
does work in the consumer’s eye but is large when considering how businesses and DMO’s can collaborate. The
Steering group agreed that Lewis and Arran do not necessarily have a lot in common other than being islands on the
west coast of Scotland, and although the WCMTC is very effective at a strategic level, on a practical day to day
basis collaboration in delivering products and experiences is likely to operate most effectively at a zone and sub
zone level. So, the overarching collaboration spans from Lewis to Arran but within this extensive geographic area,
three marine tourism zones have been identified with a further nine sub zones for much more local marine tourism
collaboration across the waterbodies
ZONE

AREA

DMOS

1

NORTH WEST HIGHLANDS AND OUTER HEBRIDES

Outer Hebrides Tourism
Visit Wester Ross/Wester Ross Biosphere
Skye Connects
Road to The Isles
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2

ARGYLL ATLANTIC COAST AND INNER HEBRIDES

3

FIRTH OF CLYDE AND CLYDE ISLANDS

SMMAATA*
SMMAATA*
Marketing Mull & Iona
Discover Tiree
Development Coll
Oban & Lorn Tourism Alliance
Heart of Argyll Tourism Alliance
Islay & Jura Tourism Marketing Group
Colonsay Marketing Group
Explore Kintyre & Gigha
Heart of Argyll Tourism Alliance
Explore Kintyre & Gigha
Inveraray Marketing Group
Cowal Marketing Group
Kyles Marketing Group
Visit Arran
Visit Bute
Cumbrae Marketing Group
Love Loch Lomond

* Sunart, Moidart, Morvern, Ardnamurchan, Ardgour Tourism Association

13 Next Steps for WCMTC
This document attempts to summarise the scoping work which has been undertaken over 2018 and set out the scale
of opportunity which has been identified, flag up key mechanisms and partners to help realise this and suggest ways
for the DMO partners to work together across waterbodies. A clear conclusion has been recognition that the scale
of opportunity is significant and across the entire area covered by the collaboration.
The area by area summaries generated through the work of the agent team and included as appendices should be
a valuable resource for each DMO in their own right, and a good basis to trigger more localised collaborations
within DMOs and for neighbouring DMOs.
A key point is that the Capiten ‘Atlantic Arc’ initiative which has worked closely with the WCMTC has some funding in
place and has focused this on four key outputs for 2020. Given the close working and clear synergies, it would be
ideal to see their funding (and support over the last 12 months) as a valuable resource that can be used to secure
match funding to achieve some of the larger scale initiatives set out here.
In summary, the West Coast Marine Tourism Collaboration Scoping Initiative concluded in Autumn 2018. The scoping
initiative, funded by HIE, covered the entire west coast from Arran and Cumbrae to Wester Ross and the Outer
Hebrides. The scoping focused on locally appointed agents asset mapping where visitors can readily get on and off
the water and what experiences were available at these individual locations. Experiences included wildlife
watching, seafood restaurants, distilleries, heritage attractions, outdoor activities and also identified where people
can do DIY activities and where providers are available. In the region of 300 different sites were identified and
extensive inventories prepared for each. Each site was assessed in terms of being fit for purpose for activity in
2020 the Year of Coast and Water.
Collectively the inventory and supporting business engagement highlighted that the scale of opportunity to develop
the west coast’s marine tourism offer is considerable. There is significant product already in existence which is not
widely known and until now not understood from a critical mass perspective and at a pan west coast scale.
Much of this opportunity can be realised at a local level, and some will be best progressed by individual businesses
or agency partners, but the scoping has also provided three clear reasons why the DMO partners should continue to
be in the driving seat and collaborate, namely
1. Marine tourism involves travel and operates at a larger geographic scale than the current DMO structures
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2. Marine Tourism focuses on the waterbodies which connect our current land-based DMOs – the DMOs need
to work across these water bodies
3. By collaborating the individual DMOs will achieve much greater profile and traffic than they could
individually.
The scoping initiative has highlighted various themes with five being considered highly relevant in all the geographic
areas covered by the collaboration and therefore the basis to ongoing collaboration:
•
•
•
•
•

Maritime heritage & culture
Food & Drink
Wildlife
Events & Festivals
Environmental Quality and Responsible Behaviour

Four delivery mechanisms have been identified to progress key initiatives in readiness for and during 2020:
•

•
•

•

CAMPAIGN - A joint high profile growth fund campaign over 12 months to raise awareness of the wealth
and geographic distribution of the marine tourism offer specifically for 2020 – seeking nominal support
from each DMO to demonstrate industry buy in, support from Calmac, the councils and VSGF
EVENTS - A pan west coast themed year ‘baton’ style event linking all the different areas in 2020 –
seeking EventScotland support matched by inkind area-by-area support and sponsorship
TRAILS - Development and better promotion of existing and new themed trails and products/experiences –
Snorkel Trails, Kayak Trails, Sailing Trails, Whale Trail, Whisky and Gin Trails, Seafood Trails – seeking
support from HIE, UHI Capiten and other local Partners.
PARTNERSHIPS - Working through national and other partners to deliver key outputs including HIE, SNH,
Calmac, Hitrans, UHI, Museums and Galleries Scotland and council partners – example initiatives include the
Hitrans Passport proposal, UHI Capiten ‘Atlantic Arc’ Cabotage and Product Development, SNH NCHF
maritime interpretation initiative.

Each DMO partner is initially being asked to confirm their ongoing support for the WCMTC to then allow this
collaborative network to be extended. This extended network will then allow the various opportunities to be
considered and prioritised and action plans devised setting out how these opportunities can be realised and moved
forward. Key to this will be identifying owners to support or lead actions, time frames, funding possibilities and
governance.
The agreed Next Steps are to hold a summit event on 10 January 2019 in Oban with the DMO representatives and
partner agencies and organisations to set out the main findings and opportunities, broaden the collaborative
network, scope out the opportunities into campaigns, products and projects, identify potential funding sources, lead
partners and formulate a plan for delivery. This summit event is being supported by HIE and hosted by the WCMTC
Steering Group.
A key output from this summit should be a shared work plan for the next 2 years, focused on optimising 2020 The
Year of Coasts and Water.

WCMTC
17 December 2018
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Scoping - Area by Area Summaries
October 2018
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APPENDIX 1- AREA BY AREA SUMMARIES

SUMMARY MAP OF HUB LOCATIONS
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1. OUTER HEBRIDES NORTH & ST KILDA
NO. OF HUBS

22

Portnaguran
Port of Ness
Rodel
Leverburgh
Miavaig, Uig
Loch Roag (East)

East Loch Tarbert
Loch Erisort
Taransay
Stornoway
St Kilda
Harris West Coast
(Braigh Mor)

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

8

AMBER – some restrictions

2

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

1

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS
FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

5
1

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

48

ATTRACTIONS

35

EVENTS & FESTIVALS

6

6

DISTILLERIES

2

10

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

2

NATURAL PHENOMENON

3

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Kayaking
Angling – sea/freshwater
Wild Fowling

HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE FROM
THE HUBS

FEATURES - No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

2
15

9

RED – major
shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

Scarp
The Shiant Isles
Loch Seaforth
Loch Brollum & Loch
Claidh
Loch Shell
Loch Mariveg

7
5
6

10

Loch Erisort (Kershader)
Eileasn Glas Lighthouse (Scalpay)
Scalpay
Horgabost

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS
INFO TAFF
AVAILABLE

12

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

8

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

6

1

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

10

9

1

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

1

4

Lews Castle & Museum
St Kilda
Harris Distillery
ST Clements Church
Ann Lantair Arts Cenre
Harris Tweed
Hebridean Scallop Shack
Callanish Stones
Dun Carloway Broch
Hebridean Way
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EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

SWOT
COMBINED FOR
OUTER HEBRIDES
NORTH AND
SOUTH

Uig Gala Day
Heb Celt
St Kilda Sailing Challenge
Isle of Harris Mountain Festival
Sail Stornoway – Maritime Festival

OPERATORS

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ultimate West Coast Sailing Challenge – edge of Europe!
(Conditions, remoteness, The Minch)
Remoteness /solitude / comparatively quiet sailing & visitor
experience
Variety of the landscape across small distances
Distinct and Unique set of attractions, world-renowned – St
Kilda, Harris Tweed, Callanish Stones, Machair, gaelic
Warm Hebridean welcome, hospitality/local knowledge driven
by desire to share success and opportunity rather than be
driven by competition
Stronghold of culture –crofting, fishing, weaving – not resigned
to history!
Rare opportunity to be surrounded by true
wilderness/untouched, unspoilt
Abundance of natural and often rare attractions – wildlife,
sealife, birdlife, habitats
Length of summer days & light –
sunrise/morning/afternoon/evening – offers time to maximise

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obbe Fishings
Seatrek Boat Trips
Callanish Leisure Hire – kayaks and bikes
Kilda Cruises – boat trips
Hebrides Wild Watch - wildlife
Daves Hebridean Archaeological Tours – 4x4 land tours
Sea Harris – boat trips
Island Cruising – cruises
Islands of Adventure – boat trips
Mike Briggs Sports – tour guide
Guided Fishing Hebrides
Hebrides Fish n Trips
Morsgail Sporting Estate – fishing shooting and hunting
Garynahine Estate – fishing
Finsbay Fishing
Surf Lewis – lessons and hire
Scaladale Centre – outdoor activities (NB inland – not at a hub)
Grimersta Salmon Fishing
Stornoway Seafari
Heb Surf
Aline Sporting and Fishing Estate
Lewis Offroad Discovery – tour guide and sea/freshwater fishing

A significant proportion of sailors will not sail across the Minch
Disparate from mainland when engaging with a West Coast strategy (?)
Below par standards of basic sailing facilities in many hubs compared to other West Coast areas
(moorings, platoons, water, power, waste disposal)
Conflict with commercial activities at some hub sites – who has priority? capacity
Associated general appearance of harbours if commercial focussed (generally lots of rubbish &
grim to look at!)
Limited accessibility onto land to improve experience – public transport,
Limited “offer” eg basic provisions, eating out “places to see and things to do”
Questionable capacity to accommodate significant growth in visitors from sea (larger and more
frequent visits from cruise ships.....) and on road network/infrastructure
Limited berths in Stornoway
Resistance to Sunday trading
Short season (difficult to earn an economic return on investment)
Offers and attractions are spread across fair distances –can impact negatively on the experience
Planning a sailing trip can be a challenge – not much “pre-packaged”
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•
•
•

“trip” opportunity - can get a lot packed into a 12 /14 hour
trip – or many smaller ones.....
An ocean chain of islands – relatively rare compared to most of
West Coast – there’s a real “ocean feel”
Offshore reefs
Seafaring heritage – deep rooted and extensive

OPPORTUNITIES
•
Water based sports – space & demand for market growth in
provision of most water based activities especially in Harris &
Lewis
•
Taster sessions – paddle boarding, kayaking, snorkelling,
sailing, skiffs, kites, wild swimming.....
•
Associated kit hire opportunities for those not requiring tuition–
wet suits, snorkelling gear, kayaks, kites, diving kit,
paddleboards etc
•
Extension of half day, day trip & evening offer – specialist /
areas of interest, “a taste of” – on and off water experiences –
art/craft/mystery & legend/war/wildlife
spotting/photography/food& drink......
•
Diving sites promoted and a trail & snorkelling trail extended?
•
Wildlife / Birdlife /Sealife /Flora/ active Conservation
participation / education (citizen science)
•
Food – local delicacies – make more of “destination dining”
•
Drink – enough to be added to the trails.... whisky and gin
•
Seafood produce – Scallops, langoustines, mussels (not farmed
salmon?)
•
Maritime Mystery, History & Culture as a theme? – Flannan Isles
mystery, Iolaire disaster, Lewis Chessmen, landstruggle,
lighthouses, Herring girls, gugar hunt, whaling station, rocket
post, St Kilda.....many other myths and legends.....
•
Online pre-booked provision of services to boats at main hubs eg papers, bakery products, fresh eggs, salmon, Stornoway
black pudding....
•
Cross marketing to fulfil gaps in market – eg each hub to be
able to offer from a “menu” of extras: eg Local operators
provide facilities such as transport to a local attraction,
provision of home baking & essentials,
•
An enhanced offer to Cruise Ship passengers (more options &
greater spend eg coastal activity taster days, mixed activity
trips)

•

We don’t have a “hero asset” - or haven’t shaped one yet (St Kilda?) Famous marine destinations
have a specific offer & then general outdoor activities / attractions hang off this.

THREATS
•
•

Visitor quantity v quality
Ferry capacity
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•
•
•

Enhanced offer pitched at “higher spend” visitors – eg fishing
/hunting/Harris tweed/ fine dining experience, executive
standard trips.
St Kilda’s feature on “bucket list” – leverage this.
2020!
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2. OUTER HEBRIDES SOUTH
NO. OF HUBS

16

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

3

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE FROM
THE HUBS

FEATURES – No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Ardveenish Pier
Ardmhor Ferry Terminal
Castle Bay
Islands to South of Barra

Monach Isles
Berneray
Poll na Crann
Eriskay Ferry Terminal
RED – major
7

0

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS
FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

3
0

5
2

7

ATTRACTIONS

39

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

8

12

DISTILLERIES

2

10

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

3

NATURAL PHENOMENON

6

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Skiff Rowing
Angling – sea/freshwater
Wild Fowling

KEY ATTRACTIONS

EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

Askernish Open
St Kilda Challenge
On the Rocks Eriskay Whisky Festival
Eilean Dorcha Festival (EDF)
Barra Fest

OPERATORS

4

5
4

AMBER – some restrictions

3

shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

Acarsaid
Grimsay
Locheport
Lochmaddy

2

8

Loch Eynort
Loch Skipport
Loch Boisdale
Vatersay

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS
INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

5

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

4

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

9

1

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

5

5

1

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

3

0

Kisimul Castle
Barra Airport
Kildonan Museum
Hebridean Way
Prince’s Beach, Eriskay
Isle of Barra Distillery
Am Politican
Brove Castle
Barra Heritage & Cultural Centre
Heaval
Claddach Kirkibost Centre
Uist Sea Tours
Lady Anne Boat Trips
Ocean Guides
Barra Fishing Charters
Hebridean Sea Tours
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Ceolas Uibhist

SWOT
COMBINED FOR
OUTER HEBRIDES
NORTH AND
SOUTH

Bara Surf and Coastal Adventures
Clearwater Paddling

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ultimate West Coast Sailing Challenge – edge of Europe!
(Conditions, remoteness, The Minch)
Remoteness /solitude / comparatively quiet sailing & visitor
experience
Variety of the landscape across small distances
Distinct and Unique set of attractions, world-renowned – St
Kilda, Harris Tweed, Callanish Stones, Machair, gaelic
Warm Hebridean welcome, hospitality/local knowledge driven
by desire to share success and opportunity rather than be
driven by competition
Stronghold of culture –crofting, fishing, weaving – not resigned
to history!
Rare opportunity to be surrounded by true
wilderness/untouched, unspoilt
Abundance of natural and often rare attractions – wildlife,
sealife, birdlife, habitats
Length of summer days & light –
sunrise/morning/afternoon/evening – offers time to maximise
“trip” opportunity - can get a lot packed into a 12 /14 hour
trip – or many smaller ones.....
An ocean chain of islands – relatively rare compared to most of
West Coast – there’s a real “ocean feel”
Offshore reefs
Seafaring heritage – deep rooted and extensive

OPPORTUNITIES
•
Water based sports – space & demand for market growth in
provision of most water based activities especially in Harris &
Lewis
•
Taster sessions – paddle boarding, kayaking, snorkelling,
sailing, skiffs, kites, wild swimming.....
•
Associated kit hire opportunities for those not requiring tuition–
wet suits, snorkelling gear, kayaks, kites, diving kit,
paddleboards etc
•
Extension of half day, day trip & evening offer – specialist /
areas of interest, “a taste of” – on and off water experiences –
art/craft/mystery & legend/war/wildlife
spotting/photography/food& drink......
•
Diving sites promoted and a trail & snorkelling trail extended?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A significant proportion of sailors will not sail across the Minch
Disparate from mainland when engaging with a West Coast strategy (?)
Below par standards of basic sailing facilities in many hubs compared to other West Coast
areas (moorings, platoons, water, power, waste disposal)
Conflict with commercial activities at some hub sites – who has priority? capacity
Associated general appearance of harbours if commercial focussed (generally lots of rubbish &
grim to look at!)
Limited accessibility onto land to improve experience – public transport,
Limited “offer” eg basic provisions, eating out “places to see and things to do”
Questionable capacity to accommodate significant growth in visitors from sea (larger and more
frequent visits from cruise ships.....) and on road network/infrastructure
Limited berths in Stornoway
Resistance to Sunday trading
Short season (difficult to earn an economic return on investment)
Offers and attractions are spread across fair distances –can impact negatively on the
experience
Planning a sailing trip can be a challenge – not much “pre-packaged”
We don’t have a “hero asset” - or haven’t shaped one yet (St Kilda?) Famous marine
destinations have a specific offer & then general outdoor activities / attractions hang off this.

THREATS
•
•

Visitor quantity v quality
Ferry capacity
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Wildlife / Birdlife /Sealife /Flora/ active Conservation
participation / education (citizen science)
Food – local delicacies – make more of “destination dining”
Drink – enough to be added to the trails.... whisky and gin
Seafood produce – Scallops, langoustines, mussels (not farmed
salmon?)
Maritime Mystery, History & Culture as a theme? – Flannan Isles
mystery, Iolaire disaster, Lewis Chessmen, landstruggle,
lighthouses, Herring girls, gugar hunt, whaling station, rocket
post, St Kilda.....many other myths and legends.....
Online pre-booked provision of services to boats at main hubs eg papers, bakery products, fresh eggs, salmon, Stornoway
black pudding....
Cross marketing to fulfil gaps in market – eg each hub to be
able to offer from a “menu” of extras: eg Local operators
provide facilities such as transport to a local attraction, provision
of home baking & essentials,
An enhanced offer to Cruise Ship passengers (more options &
greater spend eg coastal activity taster days, mixed activity
trips)
Enhanced offer pitched at “higher spend” visitors – eg fishing
/hunting/Harris tweed/ fine dining experience, executive
standard trips.
St Kilda’s feature on “bucket list” – leverage this.
2020!
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3. WESTER ROSS
NO. OF HUBS

16

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS

0

HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE
FROM THE HUBS

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

FEATURES - No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more
than 1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Scoraig
Gruinard Island
Isle Martin
Summer Isles

Achiltibuie/Coigach
Glenelg
Kyle of Lochalsh
Plockton
RED – major
2

0

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS

10
3

4
7

14

FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

13

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

42

ATTRACTIONS

47

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

12

12

DISTILLERIES

0

10

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

6

NATURAL PHENOMENON

0

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walk
Wild swimming
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Scuba diving and snorkelling
Wind surfing/SUPing
Kayaking and canoeing
Dinghy sailing/racing
Sailing and motor cruising
RIB rides
Boat chartering
Angling – sea/freshwater
Wild Fowling

10

5

AMBER – some restrictions

shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH
PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

Lochcarron
Applecross
Lochinver
Ullapool

9

12

Gairloch
Badachro
Lower Diabaig
Shieldaig

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS

4

INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

4

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED MARINE
TRAILS

11

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

5

3

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

5

2

0

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

5

Eilean Donan Castle
Attadale Gardens
Applecross Inn
Brochs of Glenelg
Corrieshalloch Gorge
Gairloch Heritage Museum
Summer Isles
Gruidard Bay
North West Highlands Geopark
Inverewe Gardens
Stac Pollaidh
Applecross Heritage Centre
Skye-Glenelg ferry
Gairloch Marine Life Centre
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EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

Reiff Climbing Festival
Dark Skies
Lochcarron Highland Games
Applecross Highland Games
Assynt Highland Games
Loopallu
Gairloch Highland Gathering
Shieldaig Fete and Rowing regatta
Plockton Small Boat Sailing Club
Regatta Fortnight
Wylde Swan (Tall Ship) excursions
Ullapool Coastal Rowing Regatta
Ullapool Beer Festival
Ullapool Dance Festival
Ullapool Book Festival
Blas Festival
Celtman!
Coigach Gathering
Lochcarron Sailing Regatta
Ullapool Guitar Festival
Scottish Adventure Travel Film Festival
The Torridon Mountain and Sea
Festival

OPERATORS

Hamlet Mountaineering (coastal climbing and kayaking
Glenelg-Skye ferry
Seaprobe Atlantis Glass Bottom Boat
Lochcarron Sailing Club
Mountain & Sea Guides
Inver Cruises
Shearwater Cruises
Hebridean Whale Cruises
Dry Island Shellfish Safaris
Torridon Yacht Charter
Calum Mackenzie Seal Trips and Boat Hire
Summer Isles Sea Tours
Seadogs – cruises to Eileen Donan and private charter
Lochcarron Garage – hire our canoes, small boats and fishing kit
Lochinver Rowing Club
Ullapool Coastal Rowing Club
Spirit of June Yacht Charters
Torridon Sea Tours
Plockton Small Boat
Coigach Coastal Rowing Club
Red Moon Cruises
5 Bells Diving
Northwest Sea Kayaking
Seascape Expeditions
Glendale Boat Hire
Sheildaig Lodge
Sheildaig Adventures
Sea Kayak Plockton
Atlantic Diving Services (charter boat)
Spirit of Adventure Dolphin Trip
Loch Carron Coastal Rowing Association
Sealife Glass Bottom Boat
Ewe Canoe
Northwest Seakayaking
Sea to Skye Xperienceb – kayaking
Ullapool Sailing Club
Gairloch Marine Life Centre and Boat Cruises
Torridon Rib Charter
Gairloch Boat Club
Gairloch Coastal Rowing Club
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SWOT

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•
Unique Landscape
•
Interesting sailing waters
•
Variety of coastal landscapes
•
Wildlife opportunities and sightings
•
Variation in length of trips
•
Variable Weather
•
Some ports have good transportation links
OPPORTUNITIES
•
Electric bike hire to access attractions
•
Promote professions that could be supported by tourism
•
Co-operatives, markets to help small businesses succeed

•
•
•

•

Lack of facilities at point of access
Lack of connecting transport to onshore attractions
Lack of awareness that tourism industry is more than ‘just’ services
Too few customers to sustain new business

THREATS
•
•
•

Too many people for present infrastructure
Too many people could spoil sense of ‘Special Place’
Negative environmental impact
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4. SKYE & RAASAY
NO. OF HUBS

45

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION

URBAN

0

RURAL

13

CURRENT ACCESS

HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS

9

HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS

14

HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE FROM
THE HUBS

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

37

FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

23

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

28

ATTRACTIONS

74

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

4

DISTILLERIES

7

CASTLES/
HERITAGE

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

8

NATURAL PHENOMENON

10

MARINE
WILDLIFE

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting

FEATURES - No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Carbost, Loch Harport
Uig
TighLusa
Glenbrittle Campsite
Strollamus
Kinloch Hourn
Barrisdale
Corran
Arnisdale
Glenelg
Bernera
Duntulm Basy/Tulm Bay
6

AMBER – some restrictions

Ardintoul Bay
Totaig
Letterfearn
Ratagan
Kintail
Dornie
Balmacara
Greshornish
Staffin Pier and Slipway
Sconser Pier and Slip
Point of Sleat/Camas
Diaraich
RED – major
13
2
shortcomings
REMOTE

HUBS WITH
PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

Inverinate Harbour
Churchtown Bay
Meanish Pier, Lower
Milovaig
Soay Harbour (island of
Soay)
Loch Scavaig (for the
Cuillin)
Camastianvaig
Broadford
Arcasaid Mhor, Rona
Elgol

Portree
Stein, Waternish
Dunvegan
Knock Bay
Isle Ornsay
Armadale
Tokavaig
Crowling Islands
Brochel Castle
Fladday Harbour
Ord
Glasnakille

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD

24

HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS

5

2
1
1
2

STAFF AVAILABLE

2

1
1
5

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE

9

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

3

ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

0

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

23

1
6
4

16
HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

9

Talisker Distillery
Skye-Glenelg Ferry
Raasay Distillery
Neist Point Lighthouse
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Boat trips and excursions
Scuba diving and snorkelling
Kayaking and canoeing
Skiff Rowing
Sailing and motor cruising
RIB rides
Boat chartering
Angling – sea/freshwater
Wild Fowling

EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

Columba 1400
Skye Highland Games
Skye Festival
Skye Food & Drink
Clan Donald
Skye Half Marathon
Skye Fiddle & Accordion Festival
Skye Book Festival
Skye Live
Kyles Cup yacht race
The Round Raasay Pursuit – yacht race
Santa Dash

OPERATORS

Dunvegan Castle and Gardens
Stein Inn
Armadale Castle – Clan Donald Cntre
Cuillins
Kilt Rock
Raasay House
The Three Chimneys
Torabhaig Disillery
Quirang
Giant MacCaskill Museum
Old Man of Storr
Colbost Croft Museum
Isle of Skye Brewing Company
Aros Centre
Go to St Kilda
Skye Cruises
Skye Boat Centre and Lochside Campsite
Kyle Rhea-Glenelg Ferry
Kintail Lodge Hotel - acivities
Balmacara Hotel – activities
Staffa Bay Cruising and Fishing
Raasay House – activities
Aspire Charters
Sea Eagle Boat Trips
Dive and Sea Skye
Dunvegan Castle Seal Boat Trips
Sealife (Mallaig) – operate from Isle Ornsay and Armadale
Isle of Skye Yachts
Misty Isle Boat Trips
Sea Skye Marine
Puffins & Whales Boat
Glenelg and Arnidale Community Tourist Site
Brigadoon Sea Eagle and Wildlife Boat Trips
South Skye Cycles
Bella Jane Boat Trips
Wild Skye Boat Trips
Aspire Charters
Diver’s Eye
AquaXplore
Isle of Skye Boat Hire
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Skye Sailing Club
Viewfield House Yacht Charter

SWOT

STRENGTHS
• Relatively undiscovered as a marine tourism outpost
• Viewed as a more adventurous area to visit
• Anchorages are not overpopulated with moorings so still
free to roam
• Majority is unspoilt and largely undiscovered
• Distilleries
• Some internationally renowned Hotels and Restaurants
• Castles and major clan seats
• Cultural history – Vikings, religion, clearances, croft
reform, language
• Plenty of anchorage possibilities
• Good transport connections given the location within
Highlands
• Some enterprising community groups
• Has popular cruise and bespoke tour destinations

WEAKNESSES
• Lacks maritime infrastructure
• Limited support services for boats
• No shoreside boat user facilities
• Boatyards overbooked or closing for boat storage
• Many restaurants, B&Bs and hotels are or poor quality
• Lacks a consistent quality offer for moorings/pontoons
• Area viewed outwith as lacking facilities
• Has not kept pace with the shift in type of boats and boating generally

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS
• Weather
• Lack of marine infrastructure investment
• Explosion in cruise ship market without the facilities to accept numbers
• The poor quality of some tourism offers
• Skye viewed as a busy island (land) and this affects whole region
• Lack of island-wide community spirit (Skye)
• Initiative often driven by ‘incomers’ sometimes leads to conflict locally (Skye)
• Does not keep pace with the changing trends in boat types and needs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Untapped potential for moorings and/or pontoons at
key land features
Potential sites for small scale marinas
Boatyard facilities could be developed
New footfall for existing shoreside businesses that does
not rely on the existing stretched road infrastructure
Range of existing activities, restaurants and hotels that
could develop a ‘storied’ collaboration with others in the
area or further afield
Collaboration between businesses and communities
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5. RTTI & SMALL ISLES
NO. OF HUBS

13

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS

0

HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE
FROM THE HUBS

FEATURES – No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Tarbert, Loch Ness
Knoydart Pier
Loch Shiel
Sandaig

Port Mor
Morar
Eigg
Doune
RED – major
5

0

5

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS

8
2

3
1

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

11

FOOD & DRINK AVAILABLE

11

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

19

ATTRACTIONS

15

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

11

8

DISTILLERIES

0

5

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

11

NATURAL PHENOMENON

0

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE
WILDLIFE

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Wild Swimming
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Scuba diving and snorkelling
Kayaking and canoeing
SUP-ing
Skiff Rowing
Sailing and motor cruising
RIB rides
Boat chartering
Angling – sea/freshwater
Slow Adventure packages

6

AMBER – some restrictions

shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH
PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

Canna
Loch Nan Uamh
Camus T-Salainn
Mallaig Harbour

4

9

Arisaig Marina

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS

2

INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

4

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

8

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

11

3

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

5

2

1

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

2

The Old Forge – remotest Pub
Glennfinnan Centre and Monument
Jacobite Steam Train
Camusdarrach Beach
Tarbert Church
Larrachmhor Gardens
3 churches
Loch Morar
Silver Sands of Morar
Mallaig Heritage Centre
Land Sea & island Centre
Morar Cross
Arisaig House and Gardens
Silver sands Trekking Centre
Traigh Golf Course
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EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

SWOT

Mallaig and Morar Highland Games
Feis Eigg
Food Festival
Feis Na Mara
Knoydart Games
Howlin Fling Festival
Arisaig Highland Games
Write Highland Hollie – book festival
Road to the Isles Marathon
Triagh Triathlon
Traditional Ceiilidh events

OPERATORS

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Harry Potter (Jacobite steam train)
Famous West Highland Railway Line (one of the best journeys in
the world)
Glenfinnan monument and viaduct
Most remote pub on mainland Britain – Knoydart
Stunning beaches, coastal road from Arisaig to Mallaig
Deepest loch (Morag the monster)
Fishing on Loch Morar
Remote and scenic anchorages not far from the mainland – Loch
Nevis and the Small Isles (good for day trips, overnights and
longer sailing trips)
Increased infrastructure at Arisaig and Mallaig for sailors, making
them more popular destinations for locals and tourists
Known as a great kayaking destination with many independent
kayakers and growing businesses (eg Arisaig Sea Kayaking)
Good boattrip/wildlife cruises and popular ferry network for
visiting the islands

•
•
•

Minch Adventures Private Charters
Loch Shiel Cruises – boat trips and fishing
Much Meat – shooting
Loch Morar Fishing – boat hire and fishing
Airsaig Sea Kayak Centre
Western Isles Cruises
MV Shearwater – wildlife boat trips to small isles
Western Isles - Ferry and RIB Hire/Charter
Much Crafts
Silversands Trekking Centre – horse riding
Morar Canoe Hire
Knoydart Carbon Cycle – Bike Hire
Deer Stalking Drew Harris
Seafari chartered trips
Knoydart Ranger service – guided walks
Scottish Wildlife Trust – guided walks
West Coast Railways – Jacobite Steam Train
Deer stalking Knoydart Foundation
Calmac Ferries – day trips

Parking and litter problems along the coast and beaches in peak season
No marine/environmental interpretation other than on boat trips
No tourist information point/visitor centre
Pontoons and moorings often full at Mallaig/Arisaig
Area tends to be used as a stop-off point rather than people staying in the area for a length
of time
Reluctance/lack of knowledge and understanding of marine tourism and the opportunities to
collaborate
Lack of joined up thinking
Inclusion difficulties
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•

Recent fish farm developments have added to the provision of
moorings at Rhum and Muck for sailors
•
Increasing number of cruise ships coming to Mallaig
•
Popular destination for the smaller, more luxury cruise ships
•
Traditional music/culture events
•
Smoked fish houses
•
Heritage centres
•
Award winning restaurants/hotel
•
Golf course
Sporting events (eg RTTI ½ marathon and triathlon)
OPPORTUNITIES
•
Many sites could benefit from more moorings and pontoons and
shoreside development (without detracting from the beauty of the
remote anchorages)
•
Opportunity for more marine tourism trails, linking up the areas
•
Opportunities for current businesses to expand their marine tourism
offering
•
More fishing on Loch Morar and sea fishing
•
Opportunity to link the culture, heritage, environment etc more with
marine tourism offering
•
Cruise ships could offer marine tourism activities (eg kayaking)
and other businesses etc as day trip activities for passengers
•
More seafood and marine tourism events (already exist on a small
scale)

THREATS
•
•
•
•
•

i

Weather
Fish farms
’Overtoursim’ – lack of infrastructure (parking, rubbish, toilets)
Cruise ship market not benefiting local ecomomy
Marine tourism (sailors and boatyard staff in particular) not keeping up with digital trends
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6. SMMAATA & WEST LOCH LINNHE
NO. OF HUBS

17

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS
HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE
FROM THE HUBS

FEATURES – No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Lochaline Harbour
Salen
Strontian
Kilchoan

Laga incl Isle of Carna
Glenuig
Drimnin Distillery
Kingairloch

3

AMBER – some restrictions

5

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS

0

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS

5
2

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

10

FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

7

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

10

ATTRACTIONS

5

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

5

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Wild swimming
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Scuba diving and snorkelling
Kayaking and canoeing
Slow Adventure Packages

7

Corran Ferry – Ardgour
Ardtoe
Loch Moidart

RED – major
shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH
PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

2

17

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

14

DISTILLERIES

7

8

NATURAL PHENOMENON

1

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

5
2
6

9

Inninbeg
Kentra
Saileab Mor
Loch Drambuie
Resipole

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS

7

INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

5

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED MARINE
TRAILS

4

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

7

1

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

3

7

2

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

3

Resipole Fine Art Gallery
Drimnin Ncn’ean Whisky Distillery
Castle Tioram
Ardnamurchan Point/Lighthouse
Isle of Carna
Ardnamurchan Distillery
Whitehouse Restaurant
Sunart Oakwoods and Ariundle Nature Reserve
Ardnamurchan Natural History Centre
Ardtornish Castle and Gardens
Ben Resipole
Wishing Stone – Clan na Cloiche
Sunart Centre
Mingarry Castle
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EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

SWOT

Ben Resipole Hill Race
Fiddle Fest
Morvern Sailing Club Regatta
Three Lochs Book Festival
Kilchoan Regatta
Glenuig Hall music events
Morvenr Games and Gala Day
Loch Shiel Festival
Sunart and District Agricultural Show
West Ardnamurchan Show and
Sports Day
Feis
MOD
Glenfinnan Highland Games
Sunart Water Festival – new 2018

OPERATORS

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remote, beautiful scenery and peaceful, wildlife
Loch Sunart offers shelter.
Close to Sound of Mull
Marine Protected area
SACs, SSSIs - Conservation
Festivals and Events – 3 lochs book festival, Resipole Hill Race,
Fiddle Fest, MOD/Feis/Blas/Regattas
230 miles of Coastline
Colloborative Tourism Businesses
Slow Adventure playground
Close to Sound of Mull
Archeology – 6 interpretative boards going up.
Hebridean Princess stops as Glenmore jetty(privately owned) for
visits to Natural History Centre and Distillery.
Most Westerly Point Light house
Ferry Terminal
Staffa Tours drop off/pick up point

OPPORTUNITIES
•
Promote the Slow Adventuring for Marine Visitors
•
Consider UNESCO Biosphere to build on our SACs SSSIs and
Marine Protected Area

Smirisary desered crofting village
Sanna Bay
Garbh Eilean Wildlife Hide
Loch Sheil Cruises
Sea Kayak Argyll & Bute
Otter Adventures
Ardnamurchan Charters
Staffa Tours
Sea Kayak Arisaig
Gemini Cruises Water Taxi
Morven Sailing Club
Source to Sea Canoe
Rockhopper sea kayaking
Lochaline Dive Centre & Boat Trips

VHF signal is poor/Poor comms/WIFI/Phone signal
Laudale Narrows perception
Lack of signage and info
Some areas need infrastructure spend
Poor advertising to Marine Tourists – What are we offering?
No official signage welcoming sea faring /ferry visitors.
Village spread too far apart. Community Bus cannot be used for tourists
Some areas need infrastructure spend
Poor advertising to Marine Tourists – What are we offering? Heb Princess guests – not well
directed

THREATS
•
•
•

Tide/depth issues in some places
Over expansion threatens strengths.
Pollution
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our Culture and Heritage
Link our site seeing with bikes (manual or electric)
Designated Jet boat areas to protect our strengths.
Linkages to Tobermory Cruise Ships passengers for “taster
trips”to our area
Floating restaurant/Whisky Trail by boat
Develop snorkel trail /kayak trail
Develop a balanced expansion due to capacity at Tobermory.
Develop head of Loch Sunart as a Hub
Continue to develop collaboration between Marine Tourism and
other Tourism businesses
Build on our educational conservation theme
Our Archaeology
Link our tourist attractions with bikes (manual or electric)
Linkages to Tobermory Cruise Ships passengers for “taster
trips”to our area
Develop a better package for Heb Princess and Waverley
passengers
Whisky Trail by boat
Develop snorkel trail /kayak trail
Seek Calmac permission to use their slip.
Make better use of Fish farm pontoon
Make more use of water eg offer kayaking/canoeing under
instruction (Otter Adventures)
Develop the Jetty cottage for more things Marine as currently
used as a Gym
Look at Marine Display at Natural History Centre.
Develop a Water Festival

•

•

Seasonality – availability of food/accom in winter months
Dangerous seas
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7. ARGYLL & INNER HEBRIDES NORTH
NO. OF HUBS

48

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS
HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE
FROM THE HUBS

FEATURES – No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Ulva Ferry
Craignure
Tobermory
Melfort Pier & Harbour
Asknish Bay/Loch Melfort
Hotel/Arduaine
Easdale Sound
Cullipol Luing
Kilmelford
Craobh
Balachullish
Barcaldine (loch Creran)
Arinagour
Fionnphort

Ardbrecknish
Corpach
Dallens Bay
Fortwilliam
Kentallen
Port Appin
Creagan
Archattan
Ganavan Sands
Bonawe Loch Etive
Taynuilt Loch Etive
Salen

24

AMBER – some restrictions

11

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS

3

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS

14
11

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

43

FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

36

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

48

ATTRACTIONS

22

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

7

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Wild swimming

18

Lismore
Eriska
Connel
Dunstaffnage
Oban Bay Community
Berthing
Croig
Fishnish
Calgary Bay
Ardoran
Heather Island (kerrara)

RED – major
shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH
PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

4

70

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

51

DISTILLERIES

10

28

NATURAL PHENOMENON

12

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

29
15
13

19

Oban Transit Marina
Aros Park
Carsaig
Torosay
Croggan
Grasspoint
Iona
Gott Bay
Balevullin Beach
Scaranish Old Harbour
Hynish
Scaranish Pier

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS

9

INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

6

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

17

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

7

5

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

7

2

2

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

12

Ulva Boathouse
Duart Castle
Tobermory Distillery
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Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Scuba diving and snorkelling
Kayaking and canoeing
Surfing and wind surfing
SUPing
Skiff rowing
Sailing and motor cruising
RIB rides
Angling – sea and fresh water
Dinghy Sailing
Slow Adventure Packages

Arduaine Gardens and Loch Melfort Hotel and Bistro
Easdale Island Folk Museum
Kilchattan Church, chapel and graveyard
Corryvreckan Whirlpool
Sealife Sanctuary
Kilchurn Castle
Caledonian Canal and Neptunes Staircase
Castle Stalker
Ben Nevis Whisky Distillery
Archattan Priory and Gardens
Bonawe Furnace
Lismore Lighthouse
Isle of Eriska Hotel Spa
SAMS Marine Explorer Centre
McCaigs Tower
Am Birlinn seafood restaurant
Glenforsa Airfield
Barn Bar at Cologin
Hutchesons Monument
Tobermory Distillery
Iona Abbey
An Iodhlann
Coll Hotel – seafood
St Columba Heritage Centre
Rondo shipwreck
Lip na cloiche Garden
Torosay Castle
Café Fish
Slate Heritage Centre
Atlantic Islands Centre
Glencoe Folk Musuem
Cruachan Falls and Visitor Centre
Ben Nevis and Nevis Range
Inverlochy Castle
Kinlochlaich Gardens
Ben Sculaird
St Oran’s Church and graveyard
Dunstaffnage Castle
Oban Distillery
Dunollie House
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EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

Maclean Clan Gathering
Mull Music Festival
World Stone skimming Championships
West HIghland Yacht Week
Book Ends Book Festival Benderloch
Lochaber Music Festival
Forwilliam Mountain Festival
Ardchattan Fete
Oban Winter Festival
Argyllshire Gathering
Tiree Wave Classic
Tiree Music Festival
Coll and the Cosmos
Bunessan Show
Mull car Rally
Easdale RIB Rendezvous

OPERATORS

Hynish Trail
Dark Skies Coll
Ninth Wave Restaurant
Mull Aquarium
St Conans Kirk
Glencoe Memorial site
Shian Wood
Comar An Tobar and Mull Theatre
Tiree Beaches
RSPB Reserves Coll
Ardalanish weavers
Staffa and Treshnish Isles
Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust Cehtre
Jacobite Steam Train
Sutherlands Grove
Castle Coeffin
Oban Phoneix Cinema
Oban War and Peace Museum
West Highland Museum
Dun I and the well of eternal youth
Mull Museum
St Columbas Bay
Oban Chocolate Shop
Atlantis Centre, Oban
Turus Mara – boat trips
Staffa Tours – wildlife and boat trips
Seafari Adventures – fast RIBs
West Coast Cruises – private charter
Jenny Wren – private charters
SeaXplorer – fast RIB
Loch Awe Boats – boat hire and fishing
Rockhopper sea kayaking
Crannog Cruises – Loch Linnhe
Appin Boat Tours
TFC Boats – fishing charters
Explore Lismore – land based tours
St Hilda Adventures – sailing trips
Coastal Connection – fast RIB
Black House Watersports
Wild Diamond Watersports
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Glencoe Regatta
Scottish 6 day trial
Book Week
Festival of the Sea
Feis Mhuile
Salen Show
Mull Highland Games
Oban to Ballachullish Passage Race
Lochaber Highland Games
World Endurance Mountain Bike
Organisations World Solo 24 hr
Championship
Oban Live
Mull Music Festival
Tiree 10k and Half Marathon
Tiree Ultra
Coll Bird Festival
Mendelsshon on Mull
Glencoe and Loch Leven Autumn
Festival
Red Bull Neptune Steps
Euro Continental Enduro Series
Taproot Festival
Coll Half Marathon
Mull Mod
Oban Mod
Highlands and Islands Music and Dance
Festival
Glen Nevis River Race
Classic Malts Cruise
Oban Sportive
Lochaber Yacht Club Regatta
Muddy Atlantis Day MUD
Challenger Sailing Event
Mull Sportive

SWOT

STRENGTHS
•
•
•

First class marine tourism potential: landscape/seascape, wildlife,
sailing
Fantastic history & heritage (incl. TV/film locations)
Clean water

Basking Shark Scotland
Lochaline Boat Charters
Mull Charters scenic and wildlife tours
Mull Wildlife Tours – mini bus
Sealife Surveys
Sealife Adventures
Farsain Cruises
Sea Kayak Scotland
Caledonian Discovery – holiday barge
Fly Scenic Scotland
Hebridean Airways – air tours
National Kayak School
Alternative Boat Hire – bespoke sailing trips
SUDS Surf School
Tiree Finess Bike hire
Enjoy Mull landbased wildlife tours
Whalewatchwithus – wildlife safaris
Maclennan Motors bike hire
Post office bike and kayak hire
Bruce’s Highland Tours – taxi tour
Hebrides Cruises – small cruises
Iona Trails – land based guide
Hebridean Sea School
Scottish Highland Tours – taxi tours
Majestic Line – small cruises
Coll Sailing Club – dinghy hire and lessons
Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust – marine line surveys
Alan’s Seal Trips
Discover Mull – land based wildlife tours
Up and Doon – walking tours
Nature Scotland – landbased wildlife tours
Lochaber Yacht Club

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•

Weather & rough seas (incl. ferry cancellations)
Midges!
Infrastructure not in place to support growth (e.g. roads, services, accommodation, facilities,
etc.)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Already has some great operators & marine tourism offers, incl.
family businesses, industry swaps (e.g. conversion from fishing to
eco-tourism)
Rare and sought-after species e.g. orca, basking shark, otter,
eagles, whales & dolphins
Some good facilities already at key sites & some good marketing
at these sites
Have majority local buy-in
WiSe trained/accredited operators
Enterprising & entrepreneurial spirit
Relatively well connected with public transport (ferries, trains,
planes, buses, etc.)
Already established kayak trail
Fabulous sea food available in many places

OPPORTUNITIES
•
Stretch shoulder season to maximise offer
•
Combine offer to create packages and support other smaller
businesses (e.g. buy travel/transport, accommodation, food and
activities together to get discount) as well as chance to reduce
costs by hiring equipment etc for several events at once
•
Aurora
•
Some great events & festivals that haven’t maximised potential
yet
•
Still scope for more small-medium cruise ships throughout area
•
Still scope for more boat tour operators away from sites already
offering this
•
Slow adventure market
•
Improve offer for international/multi-lingual/disabled visitors

•
•
•
•

Largely seasonal offer
Centred around population centres (e.g. Oban, Tobermory) so some missed opportunities in
smaller/more isolated/less developed areas
International/multilingual not yet catered for, and most not equipped for disabled access
Certain sites already close to capacity (e.g. Oban & Tobermory) in summer & becoming too
busy, which isn’t too popular with some local people

THREATS
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Brexit & how it might affect economy, visitors, nationality mix, funding, etc.
Potential to become too competitive & over-exploit area & marine wildlife
Loss of local buy-in
Retaining young people due to lack of opportunity, accommodation and work
Lack of childcare becoming a barrier for many wanting to work
Reach capacity in certain areas may result in tourists going elsewhere
Risk of more remote, beautiful places becoming over-run with tourists & losing their appeal
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8. ARGYLL & INNER HEBRIDES SOUTH
NO. OF HUBS

32

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS
HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE
FROM THE HUBS

FEATURES– No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Scalasaig, Colonsay
Bunnahabhain
Ardfern
Lagavulin
Bowmore
Port Charlotte
Sanda
Gigha

Carradale Harbour
Dunaverty Lifeboat slip
Pennyseorach Caravan
Park Dalintober Pier
Campbeltown New Quay
& Pontoons
Tayinloan
West Port Beach

Loch Tarbert, Jura
Ardlussa Bay, Jura
Lagg Bay, Jura
Portnahaven
Caol Ila
Keills Tayvallich
Crarae
Castle Sween

14

AMBER – some restrictions

11

7

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS

2

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS

17
8

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

25

FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

19

INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

7

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

28

ATTRACTIONS

13

11

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

11

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

4

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED MARINE
TRAILS

2

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

9

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Wild swimming
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Kite surfing
Scuba diving and snorkelling
Kayaking and canoeing

10

RED- major
shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH
PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

1

77

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

31

DISTILLERIES

14

11

NATURAL PHENOMENON

9

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

8
24
14

13

Crinan Ferry
Faery Isles
Port Askaig
Ardbeg
Port Ellen
Cairnbaan
Craighouse
Crinan

6

1

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

10

Colonsay House Gardens
Corryvreckan Whirlpool
Lagavulin Distillery
Bowmore Distillery
Port Charlotte Hotel
Lighthouse
Gigha Boathouse
Dunaverty Golf Course
Royal Hotel & Restaurant
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Surfing and wind surfing
SUPing
Skiff rowing
Waterskiing and wakeboarding
Dinghy Sailing
Sailing and motor cruising
RIB rides
Angling – sea and fresh water
Slow Adventure Packages

Seal Point
An Taigh Seinnse
Caol Ila Distillery
Keills Chapel
Arichonon Deserted Settlement
Crarae Gardens
Castle Sween
Artist Open Studios
Laphroaig Distillery
Achnabreac Cup and Ring Marks
Jura Distillery
Crinan Canal and Tow Path
Oronsay Priory
Bowmore Hotel
Loch Indaal Hotel
Elephant Rock
Gigha Gallery
Torrisdale castle and beinn an Tuirc Distillery
Dunaverty Rock and castle
Ardshiel Hotel and whisky bar
Ferry Farm tea room
Ardnahoe Distillery
Lagavulin Distillery
Dunadd
Lussa Gin Distillery
The Crinan Hotel
Oransay RSPB Reserve
Ardbeg Distillery
Museum of Islay Life
Puffins
St Columbas Footsep and well
Springbank Distillery
Thomas Telford Bridges (Tayvallich and Carsaig)
Bunnahabhain Distillery
Kilmartin Glen and Museum
Paps of Jura
Colonsay Brewery
Bowmore Round Church
Islay Nature Centre
Achamore Gardens
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EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

Colonsay Festival of Spring
Islay Festival of Malt & Music
Gigha Challenge
Campbeltown Highland Games
Mull of Kintyre Music Festival
Kintyre Way Ultra
Mid West Sea Kayak Symposium
Scotland’s Rhododendron Festival
Scottish Islands Peak Race
Colonsay Book Festival
Lagavulin Jazz Festival
Cantilena Festival – Islay
Isle of Gigha Music Festival
Glen Scotia Marathon

OPERATORS

Mull of Kintyre Lighthouse
Glen Scotia Distillery
Glen Barr Abbey
Taynish Nature Reserve, Old Mill and Piggery
Finlaggan
RSPB Oa Reserve and American Monument
Dunardy forest walks
Mactaggart Leisure Centre
Port Mor
Gigha Boats and Activity Centre
Keil School
Campbeltown Heritage Centre
Cairnbaan Hotel
Colonsay Bookshop
Bruichladdich Distillery
Davaar Island
Port Askaig Hotel
Sea Salt Bistro
Heart of Argyll Wildlife Interpretation Centre
Colonsay Black Bees
Campbeltown Picture House
Dunrune Castle and Gardens
Port Mor Local Museum
Widlife Observatory at Machrihanish
Barnluasgan Beavers
Moine Mhor NNR
Jura Boat Trips – RIB
VIC 32 puffer– week long charter and day trips
Coastal Connections boat trips (pre book from Oban)
Craignish Cruises – wildlife and whirlpool
Kayak Wild Islay
Islay Wild Birding
Mull of Kintyre Sea Tours
Jura Passenger (ferry service)
Andy Craven Outdoor & Training
Islay Wild Birding
Kayak Wild Islay – kayaking and fat bikes
Jura Island Tours – mini bus
The Sgarbh – converted fishing boat – charter and day trips
Colonsay Fly Fishing Association
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Gintyre Festival
Tayvallich Regatta Weekend
Islay Beach Rugby
Islay Festival Feis Ila
Jura Whisky Festival
Colonsay Rugby Festival
Islay Jazz Festival
Gigha Raft Race
Campbeltown Malts Festival
Islay Walking Festival
Colonsay Folk Festival
Walk Islay
Mull of Kintyre Half Marathon and
10k
Isle of Jura Fell Race
Colonsay Autumn Festival
Campbeltown Winter Festival
Lifeboat Gala Day and Raft Race

SWOT

STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First class marine tourism potential: landscape/seascape,
wildlife, sailing
Fantastic history & heritage (incl. TV/film locations)
Already has some great operators & marine tourism offers, incl.
family businesses
Distilleries on Islay
Beaches and watersports
Passenger ferry link to Jura
Close proximity to Irish sailing markets
Dalirada links with Ireland
Rare and sought-after species e.g. orca, basking shark, otter,
eagles, whales & dolphins
Corryvreckan Whirlpool – 3rd largest in world
Enterprising & entrepreneurial spirit
Crinan canal link to Loch Fyne
Already established kayak trail
Fabulous sea food available in many places

OPPORTUNITIES
•
Stretch shoulder season to maximise offer
•
Extend kayak trail down Knapdale and into Kintyre

Argyll Yacht Charter
Islay Sea Adventures – whisky, wildlife, fishing, whirlpool
Kintyre Canoe Club
Kintyre Express – passenger ferry and charter
Venture West – boat charter and wildlife trips
Duncan Pepper Fishing Guide
Archie’s Bike Hire
Loch Visions, Wildlife Photography
Kintyre Canoe Club
Wild Argyll Kayak Trips
Jura Bike Hire
Craignish Boat Club
Islay Sea Safari
Kayak Majik
Pete’s Surf School

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather & rough seas (incl. ferry cancellations)
Islay ferry often at capacity
Midges!
Infrastructure not in place to support growth (e.g. roads, services, accommodation, facilities, etc.)
Largely seasonal offer
Low levelsof collaboration beween harbours/marinas at present
International/multilingual not yet catered for, and most not equipped for disabled access

THREATS
•
•

Brexit & how it might affect economy, visitors, nationality mix, funding, etc.
Potential to become too competitive & over-exploit area & marine wildlife
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop more watersports at beaches
Dark skies
Some great events & festivals that haven’t maximised potential
yet
More events
Still scope for more small-medium cruise ships throughout area
Still scope for more boat tour operators away from sites
already offering this
Slow adventure market
Improve offer for international/multi-lingual/disabled visitors

•
•

•

Loss of local buy-in
Retaining young people due to lack of opportunity, accommodation and work
Risk of more remote, beautiful places becoming over-run with tourists & losing their appeal
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9. LOCH FYNE, EAST KINTYRE AND WEST COWAL TO TOWARD POINT
NO. OF HUBS

20

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS
HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE FROM
THE HUBS

FEATURES– No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Tarbert Harbour
Claonaig
Torrisdale
Saddell Bay
Lachlan Bay
Carradale

Stonefield Castle
Carry Farm
Kames
Tighnabruaich
Colintraive

10

AMBER – some restrictions

5

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS

1

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS

10
3

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

16

FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

17

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

15

ATTRACTIONS

13

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

0

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Wild swimming
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Kite surfing
Scuba diving and snorkelling
Kayaking and canoeing
SUPing
Skiff rowing
Dinghy Sailing
Yacht racing

8

Inveraray
Loch Fyne Oyster Bar
Port Ann
Loch Gair

RED – major
shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH
PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

0

38

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

21

DISTILLERIES

2

9

NATURAL PHENOMENON

0

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE
WILDLIFE

KEY ATTRACTIONS

7
5
13

5

Skipness
Strachur
Otter Ferry
Ardrishaig
Portavadie

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS

5

INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

7

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

11

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

11

5

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

11

2

0

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

8

Saddell Castle and Anthony Gormley Statue
Carradale Bike & Buggies
Carradale Beach
Royal Castle of Tarbert
Skipness castle
Carry Farm Tea Room and Gallery
PS Waverley Paddle Steamer
Caol Ruadh Sculpture park
Inveraray castle & Gardens
Loch Fyne Oysters
Creggans Inn
Oyster Catcher restaurant
Crinan canal
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Sailing and motor cruising
Power Boating
RIB rides
Angling – sea and fresh water

EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

Carradale Music Festival
The Scottish Series
Kyles 10 Miles
Blue Bell Festival Inveraray
Loch Fyne Food Festival
Otter Ferry Festival
MAMA Fest – Mid Argyll Music and
Arts
Tarbert Seafood Festival
Best of the West
Fyne Fest
Loch Fyne Viking Festival/
Tarbert Traditional Boat Festival
Tarbert Fair
Inveraray Jail Break
Inveraray Highland Games

OPERATORS

Portavadie Spa and Leisure
Starfish Restaurant
Colintraive Heritage Centre
Skipness seafood cabin
Botanica Restaurant
Inveraray Jail
Ben an Tuirc Distillers
Organic Tannery, Torrisdale
Loch Fyne Ales Brewery and Bar
Out of the Blue Bistro
Kintyre Way
White Shore and Shell beach Walks, Tarbert
Skipness Smokery
Royal an Lochan
Inveraray Conservation Village
The Bell Tower, Inveraray
Ardkinglas Woodland Garden
Cowal Way
Tighnabruacih Gallery
Auchindrain
Crarae Gardens
Loch Fyne Ship Wrecks
Caledonia Way
Five Ferries Tour
DC Marine Boat Trips and Fishing
Andy Craven Outdoor training and adventure
Mid Argyll Rowing Club – Skiffs
Mid Argyll Watersports (kayaks and dinghies)
Seadog charters – chartered fishing tours
Fynal Fling adventure tours
Local swimming club
Tighnabruaich sailing school – sailing and kayaking
Cowal Way – LDR
Stramash watersports – occasionally at Inveraray slip
Loch Fyne Dive Charters (no instruction)
Duncan Pepper fishing guide
Tarbert Loch Fyne Yacht Club
Mallemok Charters – sailing charters
Kayak Majik - kayak canoe SUP
Cowal Way Tour Guides
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Mid Argyll Gathering
Tarbert 5k and 10k
Kilberry Loop Sportive
Tarbert Music Festival
Tarbert Book Festival
Tarbert Xmas Fair

SWOT

STRENGTHS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relatively sheltered waters
Easy access from Clyde marinas
Argyll sea kayak trail
Heritage towns and attractions
Already has some great operators & marine tourism offers, incl.
family businesses, industry swaps (e.g. conversion from fishing to
eco-tourism)
Rare and sought-after species e.g. orca, basking shark, otter,
eagles, whales & dolphins
Some good facilities already at key sites & some good marketing
at these sites
Have majority local buy-in
WiSe trained/accredited operators
Some 12 month operators – Inveraray Jail
Gardens
Enterprising & entrepreneurial spirit
Relatively well connected with public transport (ferries, trains,
planes, buses, etc.)
Already established kayak trail
Fabulous sea food available in many places
Marinas where people keep their boats during the season
Good base for day trips

OPPORTUNITIES
•
Stretch shoulder season to maximise offer
•
Marketing of Argyll sea kayak trail
•
Increased activity around Ardrishaig and Crinan Canal
•
Scope for more events in key locations – eg
Ardrishaig/Lochgilphead
•
Scope to link up skiff clubs for an events programme
•
Infrastructure at Inveraray Pier – draw more activity up Loch Fyne
•
Still scope for more small-medium cruise ships throughout area

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather & rough seas (incl. ferry cancellations)
Midges!
Infrastructure not in place to support growth (e.g. roads, services, accommodation, facilities,
etc.)
No accessible infrastructure at Inveraray, head of Loch Fyne – limited incentive to sail up Loch
Fyne
Limited
Largely seasonal offer
Limited activity around Crinan Canal
International/multilingual not yet catered for, and most not equipped for disabled access

THREATS
•
•
•
•
•

Brexit & how it might affect economy, visitors, nationality mix, funding, etc.
Potential to become too competitive & over-exploit area & marine wildlife
Loss of local buy-in
Retaining young people due to lack of opportunity, accommodation and work
Reach capacity in certain areas may result in tourists going elsewhere
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•
•
•

Still scope for more boat tour operators away from sites already
offering this
Slow adventure market
Improve offer for international/multi-lingual/disabled visitors
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10. LOMOND & CLYDE SEA LOCHS
NO. OF HUBS

34

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS
HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE
FROM THE HUBS

FEATURES – No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Luss
Inchcailloch
River Leven, Balloch
Garelochead
Kilcreggan
Holy Loch
Helensburgh Sailing Club
Helensburgh Pier and
Town
Rhu Marina

Royal Northern & Clyde
Yacht Club
Cameron House marina
Ardentinny
Inveruglas
Milarrochy Bay
Toward Point
Tarbet Loch Lomond
Ardlui Pier

13

AMBER – some restrictions

15

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

5

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS
FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

24
8

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

25

ATTRACTIONS

5

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

5

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Wild swimming
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Boat trips and excursions
Scuba diving
Kayaking and canoeing

6
31

Arden Pier
Rowardennan
Inversnaid
Balmaha
Inchmurrin
West Bay Dunoon
Lochgoilhead
Innellan Pier and Slip
Arrochar

RED – major
shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

6

17

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

22

DISTILLERIES

0

12

NATURAL PHENOMENON

0

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

27

KEY ATTRACTIONS

5
4
12

7

Carrick castle
Dunoon Pier
Blairmore Pier
Ardnadam Pier
Rosneath (DRB Marine
Services)
Rosneath Castle Caravan
Park
Cove
Blairvadich Outdoor Centre

BLUE – no facilities
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS
INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

0

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

6

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

13

3

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

4

0

2

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

2

8

Loch Lomond & Trossachs National Park
Luss Conservation Village
Balloch Castle Country Park
Benmore Botanic Garden
The Hill House
Martin Wishart Restaurant
Carrick Castle
Castle Toward (ruin)
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SUPing
Water skiing and wake boarding
Dinghy Sailing
Power boating
Sailing and motor cruising
Angling – sea and fresh water

EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

Luss Highland Games
Loch Lomond Live
Cove & Kilcreggan Book Festival
European Waterski Racing
Championships 2018
Helensburgh Beer & Gin Festival
Cowal Fest
Annual Programme of sailing club
events
Dunoon Triathlon
Gig in the Goil
Revival Music Weekender
Cowal Gathering – incl World
Highland Dancing Championships
Rosneath Peninsula Highland
Gathering
Arrochar 10k
Great Scottish Swim
Helensburgh & Lomond Highland
Games
Mackintosh Festival
Mudhook Regatta
Scottish Enduro Series Mountain
Biking Round 4
Scottish Cross Country (SXC)
Mountain Bike Series
Royal National MOD 2018
Dunoon Half Marathon and 10k

OPERATORS

Castle House Museum, Dunoon
Historic Kilmun
Sea Life Loch Lomond
Scottish Submarine Centre
Sea Plane
Puck’s Glen
TreeZone
Sugar Boat Restaurant
Tower Digital Arts Centre
Sea Kayak Argyll & Bute
Loch Lomond Leisure
In Your Element
Cruise Loch Lomond
Waverley Paddle Steamer
You&Sea – sail and powerboat training
Scottish Keelboat Academy
Celtic Warrior boat trips
Toward Sailing Club
Loch Lomond Wake Board
Balmaha Boatyard – boat hire fishing marina
Loch Goil Cruisers
Rosneath Castle Sailing School
Blairvadach Outdoor Centre
Hidden Adventures canoe hire and safaris
Loch Lomond Water Ski Club
Wreckspedition dive charters
The activity people – jet ski safaris
Ardlui marina – boat hire
Balmaha Bunk House – kayak hire
Loch Goil Kayak Hire
Jetski Safari
Sweeney’s Cruises, Loch Lomond
Unicorn Paddle - SUP
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SWOT

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Geographic location (close to population centres)
Scenery & Wildlife
National Park covering majority of area
Rich marine history
Existing infrastructure (piers jetties etc)
Existing seafaring population
Ferry links across Clyde
• Both sea and freshwater lochs
OPPORTUNITIES
•
Coordinated link up with Central Belt (day trip opportunities)
•
Clyde Estuary as entranceway for visitors
•
Link ups with terrestrial paths and trails
•
Green/low carbon tourist activities

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gaps in infrastructure
Lack of investment in existing infrastructure
Limited ferry connections / transport links
Poor visitor information
Nuclear deterrent/ MOD presence
Nimbyism (sea Lochs are not seen as ‘touristic’)

THREATS
•
•

•

Alternative, stronger products overseas / elsewhere
Brexit (increased cost, uncertainty over duty and tariffs)
Deteriorating piers and jetties
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11. CLYDE ISLANDS (ARRAN, BUTE & CUMBRAE)
NO. OF HUBS

16

CODING

GREEN – good facilities

LOCATION
CURRENT ACCESS
HUBS WITH
SERVICES
EXPERIENCES
ACCESSIBLE
FROM THE HUBS

FEATURES – No. of
Hubs giving access to
features NB not number
of features as may be
accessed from more than
1 hub

KEY FEATURES

Port Bannatyne
Rothesay
Blackwaterfoot
Kildonan

Kilmory/Lagg
Holy Isle
Lochranza
Pirnmill

12

AMBER – some restrictions

4

URBAN
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
MOORINGS
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

1

RURAL
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
MOORINGS
FOOD & DRINK
AVAILABLE

10
1

MARINE TOURISM
OPERATORS/
PROVIDERS/
CLUBS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANTS

14

ATTRACTIONS

2

RENOWNED HILL/MUNRO

2

KEY ACTIVITIES

Coastal sightseeing/paths
Beach walks
Wild swimming
Bird watching
Wildlife spotting
Scuba diving & snorkelling
Kayaking and canoeing
SUPing
Dinghy Sailing
Power boating
Sailing and motor cruising
Angling – sea and fresh water

7
15

Whiting Bay
Lamlash
Corrie/Sannox
Brodick

RED – major
shortcomings
REMOTE
HUBS WITH PUBLIC
PONTOONS
VISITOR INFO
AVAILABLE

0

34

EVENTS &
FESTIVALS

18

DISTILLERIES

1

8

NATURAL PHENOMENON

3

CASTLES/
HERITAGE
MARINE WILDLIFE

15

KEY ATTRACTIONS

5
4
9

10

Millport
Calmac Ferry Terminal
SportScotland National
Watersports Centre
Cumbrae

BLUE – no facilities –
beach/anchorage
WILD
HUBS WITH PRIVATE
PONTOONS
INFO STAFF
AVAILABLE

0

GALLERIES/
LOCAL PRODUCE
ESTABLISHED
MARINE TRAILS

9

LINKS TO LDRs/TRAILS

10

1

CULTURAL
ASSOCIATIONS/
PERSONALITIES

2

0

0

HUBS RECEIVING
CRUISE SHIPS

4

3

Bute Open Top Bus
Winter Gardens Visitor Centre and cinema
Drumadoon Point & Kings Cave
Seal watching area
Torrylinn Cairn and Torr a Chaistel Dunn
Buddhist Retreat
Castle Ruins
Glenashdale Falls
Field Study Centre
Roberson Museum and Aquarium
Holy Isle
Goatfell
Brodick Castle & Gardens
Machrie Moor Standing Stones and Stone Circles
Rothesay Castle
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EVENTS & FESTIVALS
ACCESSIBLE FROM
HUBS

SWOT

Bute Fest
Arran Triathlon
Arran Malt & Music Festival
Happy Daze
Island 2 Island Triathlon
Arran Folk Festival
Bute Highland Games
Raft Race
Arran Skiff Regatta
Arran Mountain Festival
Cumbrae Rowing Regatta
Arran Man Triathlon
Goatfell Race
Largs Regatta Festival
Brodick Highlands Games
Arran Open Studios
Country Music Festival
Millport Weekend Illuminations

STRENGTHS
•

Islands Surrounded by water!

OPERATORS

Isle of Arran Distillery
Giants Grave
Smallest cathedral in Europe
COAST
Goatfell
Etterick Bay and café
Mount Stuart House and Gardens
Hermit cave for 6th century monk St Molaise
Garrison House Museum
Heritage Museum
West Island Way
Ascog Hall Gardens and Victorian Fernery
Arran Aromatics Shop
Bute Museum
Auchrannie Spa
Bute Brew
Arran Micro Brewery
Bute Fabrics Atelier Shop
Edwardian Gents Toilet, Rothesay
Wild Bute – nature and heritage tours
Kayak Bute
Holy Isle ferry
Lochranza Field Study and Activity Centre
Sportscotland National Sea Sports Centre
Field Studies Council Centre
Mogabout Safari Tours (land based tours pick up at Brodick)
Cumbrae Coastal Rowing Club
Ocean Breeze RIB tours to Holy Isle, Ailsa Craig, Pladda and
wildlife/pleasure trips
Loch Fad Fisheries
Arran Outdoors Centre
Lucy Wallace Arran Wild Walks
Lamlash Sailing Club RYA Training Centre
Arran Coastal Rowing Club

WEAKNESSES
•
•

Ferry problems
Good bus routes but limited service
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Businesses throughout the island recognise impotence of Tourism
/ Marine Tourism and generally pull together
Good tourism numbers (700,000+ per annum to Arran)
Close to Clyde Marinas – easy sailing from them and between
Arran, Cumbrae and Bute
Good ferry services – regular timetable
Good bus services connecting to the ferries
Bute and Cumbrae are good day trip destinations
Islands are a good size to sail around
No take zone and 3 mile limit are creating unique diving
experiences
Accessibility to Holy Isle and unique Buddhist retreat
2 good outdoor activity providers on Island offering some water
based activities
Active Skiff racing team
Excellent outdoor activity providers
Water based festivals on Arran and Cumbrae
Seasonal workers for Bute and Cumbrae can be sourced from
the mainland
New seafood restaurant just opened
Varied coastline : rocky cliffs, long sandy beaches provide
locations suitable for most water based activities
3 island are close to each other
More Marine Tourism operators (boat trips, paddle board
lessons, kayak hire etc) on Arran and Bute
Draw more business from the Clyde Marinas – very accessible
More water based events/ festivals (e.g. round island yacht
races?)
Seasonal passenger ferry to connect Arran, Bute & Cumbrae by
water
Development Project in early stages for old Brodick passenger
terminal and pier
Many old piers and slipways in disrepair that could potentially
be resurrected
New distillery being developed – will put Arran higher up the
distillery tour trail – maybe direct link to Islay?
Not much seafood landed on island – opportunity to do so and
more seafood restaurants?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not much for day trippers on foot to do in Brodick (without walk to Museum or Castle)
No marina on Cumbrae
Lack of serviced accommodation on Cumbrae – mainly self-catering
Not many marine tourism operators on Arran and Bute
Most activities are suited to ‘self-equipped enthusiasts’ as services/ equipment not
available to hire.
Water based activity providers need to be booked well in advance as very busy.
Few marine facilities : 1 small chandlery on island / no boat repair services readily
available
No Marina
Few water based events and festivals
Island capacity is limited
Millport pier in poor condition – nit used by cruise ships and use pier outside the village
Limited choice of places to eat – few locally sourced

THREATS
•
•
•

People are apparently wary of offering marine tourism services because of high H&S risks/
Insurance/ indemnity costs
Accommodation for seasonal workers/ people wanting to move to Arran very limited
Community ownership of moorings withheld as marketing of moorings was not embraced by
council – risk of losing moorings altogether in some locations
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APPENDIX 2 – WELCOME ANCHORAGES 2018 LISTINGS FOR WEST COAST
FIRTH OF CLYDE (14-39)
25 26

FIRTH OF CLYDE

LOCATION

17

18

16
15

39

14

24
19

22
23

38

12

11

21 20

13

10

29
28

27

KIRKCUDBRIGHT

24

2

PORTPATRICK

24

3

STRANRAER

24

4

GIRVAN

24

5

TROON

25

6

IRVINE

25

7

ARDROSSAN

26

8

FAIRLIE

26

9

LARGS

26

10 INVERKIP

26

11 JAMES WATT DOCK MARINA

28

12 BOWLING

28

13 CLYDEBANK

29

8

13 GLASGOW HARBOUR

29

14 RHU MARINA

29

15 RHU-RNCYC

30

16 GARELOCHHEAD

30

7

35

6
31
5

32
34

1

9

30

37

PAge

CLyDe - eAST ShORe

33

36

CLyDe - COWAL
17 LOCHGOILHEAD

31

18 CARRICK CASTLE

31

19 HOLY LOCH

31

20 COLINTRAIVE

31

21 TIGHNABRUAICH

32

22 KAMES

32

23 PORTAVADIE

32

24 OTTER FERRY

32

25 STRACHUR

34

26 STRACHUR BAY

34

CLyDe - ISLANDS

4

YACHTING LIFE

THE NORTH’S SAILING MAGAZINE
IN PRINT OR DIGITAL
www.yachtinglife.co.uk

KEY
Harbour Master / Office
Marina / Pontoon Facility
Visitor Mooring(s)
Anchorage
Mooring Fee Payable
( ) Mooring Free to Patrons

34

28 ROTHESAY

34

29 PORT BANNATYNE

35

30 LOCHRANzA

35

31 BRODICK

35

32 LAMLASH

35

33 WHITING BAY

36

34 BLACKWATERFOOT

36

35 PIRNMILL

37

CLyDe - KINTyRe

3

NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION
© Crown Copyright and/or database rights. Reproduced by permission
of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office (www.ukho.gov.uk)

27 MILLPORT

2
Fresh Water
Shorepower
Marine Diesel/Petrol
Fuel by Can
Gas
Chandler
Boatyard
Repair Services
Wi-Fi

1
Provisions Store
Rubbish Disposal
Recycling
Laundrette
Toilets
Showers
Holding Tank Pump-out
Member: TYHA Gold Anchor Scheme

36 CAMPBELTOWN

37

37 CARRADALE

37

38 TARBERT, LOCH FYNE

38

39 ARDRISHAIG

38

Tourist Information Centre
Bar
Restaurant
Internet Access
Slipway
Member: British Marine
Note: Information is supplied in good faith, and has been
verified as far as possible. Corrections and updates are
available at www.welcomeanchorages.info
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ARGYLL COAST (1-35)
23

ARGYLL COAST

YACHTING LIFE

42

2

CRINAN

42

3

ARDFERN

42

4

LOCH CRAIGNISH

42

5

CRAOBH

43

6

KILMELFORD YACHT HAVEN 43

19

7

CULLIPOOL, ISLE OF LUING

43

17 16

8

EASDALE

44

9

ARDORAN

44

22

21
20

18
31

35

29
15

30

13

12

14

11

10
9

8
7

6
5
3 4

28

1

ARgyLL - WeST COAST
TAYVALLICH

34

32

PAge

1

THE NORTH’S SAILING MAGAZINE
IN PRINT OR DIGITAL
www.yachtinglife.co.uk

33

LOCATION

2

10 HEATHER ISLAND

44

11 OBAN BAY

44

12 OBAN MARINA

45

13 OBAN TRANSIT MARINA

45

14 DUNSTAFFNAGE

47

15 ERISKA

47

16 CREAGAN

47

17 PORT APPIN

47

18 KINGAIRLOCH

48

19 DALLENS BAY

48

20 KENTALLEN

48

21 BALLACHULISH

49

22 FORT WILLIAM

49

23 CORPACH

49

ARgyLL ISLANDS & MORVeRN

27

24 25

26

NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION
© Crown Copyright and/or database rights. Reproduced by permission
of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office (www.ukho.gov.uk)

KEY
Harbour Master / Office
Marina / Pontoon Facility
Visitor Mooring(s)
Anchorage
Mooring Fee Payable
( ) Mooring Free to Patrons

Fresh Water
Shorepower
Marine Diesel/Petrol
Fuel by Can
Gas
Chandler
Boatyard
Repair Services
Wi-Fi

Provisions Store
Rubbish Disposal
Recycling
Laundrette
Toilets
Showers
Holding Tank Pump-out
Member: TYHA Gold Anchor Scheme

24 ARDBERG

49

25 PORT ELLEN

50

26 GIGHA

50

27 CRAIGHOUSE

50

28 COLONSAY

52

29 LOCHALINE

52

30 ULVA FERRY

52

31 TOBERMORY

52

32 KILCHOAN

53

33 SALEN

53

34 STRONTIAN

53

35 COLL

53

Tourist Information Centre
Bar
Restaurant
Internet Access
Slipway
Member: British Marine
Note: Information is supplied in good faith, and has been
verified as far as possible. Corrections and updates are
available at www.welcomeanchorages.info
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SCOTLAND – NORTH WEST (1-34)
LOCATION

SCOTLAND - NORTH WEST

y:
al

YACHTING LIFE

THE NORTH’S SAILING MAGAZINE
IN PRINT OR DIGITAL
www.yachtinglife.co.uk

26

34
25

24

33

32

23

31

22
30

21

15

14
13

20

16

19
18

12

29

17
7

28

11

27

4

10

PAge

SMALL ISLeS & SKye

6

5

3
9

8

1

GLENUIG

56

2

ARISAIG

56

3

MALLAIG

56

4

ARMADALE

57

5

INVERIE

57

6

DOUNE

57

7

ISLE ORNSAY

58

8

MUCK

58

9

EIGG

58

10 RUM

59

11 CANNA

59

12 LOCH HARPORT

59

SKye & NW COAST
13 DUNVEGAN

59

14 STEIN

60

15 ACAIRSEID MHOR

60

16 PORTREE

60

17 KYLEAKIN

60

18 KYLE OF LOCHALSH

61

19 PLOCKTON

61

20 SHIELDAIG

61

21 LOWER DIABAIG

61

22 BADACHRO

62

23 L GAIRLOCH

62

24 ULLAPOOL

62

25 LOCHINVER

62

26 KINLOCHBERVIE

64

WeSTeRN ISLeS

2
1

27 CASTLEBAY

64

28 ERISKAY

64

29 LOCHBOISDALE HARBOUR 64
30 LOCHMADDY

66

31 BERNERAY

66

32 LEVERBURGH

66

33 EAST LOCH TARBERT

67

34 STORNOWAY

67

NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION
© Crown Copyright and/or database rights. Reproduced by permission of the Controller
of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office (www.ukho.gov.uk)

KEY
Harbour Master / Office
Marina / Pontoon Facility
Visitor Mooring(s)
Anchorage
Mooring Fee Payable
( ) Mooring Free to Patrons

Fresh Water
Shorepower
Marine Diesel/Petrol
Fuel by Can
Gas
Chandler
Boatyard
Repair Services
Wi-Fi

Provisions Store
Rubbish Disposal
Recycling
Laundrette
Toilets
Showers
Holding Tank Pump-out
Member: TYHA Gold Anchor Scheme

Tourist Information Centre
Bar
Restaurant
Internet Access
Slipway
Member: British Marine
Note: Information is supplied in good faith, and has been
verified as far as possible. Corrections and updates are
available at www.welcomeanchorages.info
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